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Introduction

I'm Chuck Reid, and back in 1985, I served as the Bedford County Sheriff’s Department Senior
Investigator on the Haysom double-murder case for most of the year. During that time, every piece of
case evidence collected by the investigative team came across my desk.

When the murders were discovered on April 3, 1985, I was among the first officers to arrive at the
crime scene. For the initial two months, I collaborated with the Regional Homicide Squad, and then I
took over the case with Ricky Gardner, a young officer new to the investigative unit.

It’s no secret that Ricky and I have different views on this case. That doesn’t change the fact that I
recognize his performance during the first seven months of the investigation as a job well done.

After Jens Soering and Elizabeth Haysom left the U.S. in October 1985, the case went cold, and it
eventually landed completely in Ricky's hands. Meanwhile, we worked on a separate murder case
together. Then, I took a brief retirement in April 1986 and later returned to the Bedford County
Sheriff’s Department. I had no further involvement in the Haysom case until my retirement in 1998.

I’m publishing this report because, after Jens Soering’s release and return to Germany in 2019, a
peculiar dynamic has arisen that no longer has anything to do with a realistic view of the case, the
evidence or the law. Criminology, justice, media and society should not be about creating myths and
theories or distorting facts. But that has been happening in the Haysom/Soering case since 2019.

Some people have started spreading theories that are clearly wrong. In this report, I would like to set
the facts straight. Everyone has the right to his or her own opinion, but untruths and false claims
have to be called out.

The sock print

The first and perhaps most important false claim that I’d like to address is the ridiculous notion that
one can identify someone by means of a sock print. Below is a picture of the sock print that was
found at the crime scene and presented as evidence in court.

From the crime scene photos:
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Anyone can see that the print is smeared and the foot was covered by a sock. There are no dermal
ridges, like in a fingerprint. I have thirty years’ experience in law enforcement and worked many
cases where the suspect wore gloves. Never once could I prove guilt based on a glove print.

With the sock print above, we have no information on what kind of sock it was — wool, nylon, etc. —
or how thick the material was. The thicker the material, the more blood is absorbed, and the larger
the print appears.

At Soering’s trial, that sock print was compared to various suspects’ ink footprints — in other words,
prints of feet without socks. That’s like comparing apples and oranges! It’s hard to believe this was
even allowed into court, and I’m sure it would not be today.

Back in 1985, we realized that the sock print had only limited value as evidence when we received a
report from the state forensic lab dated August 29. Based on that report, the sock print could have
been left by Haysom’s half-brother, Julian. But by that time, we had eliminated Julian on other
grounds, so we knew he hadn’t left the print. It just looked like his, but that didn’t mean anything.

The only thing you can really do with a sock print like this is to eliminate suspects whose feet are very
much larger or very much smaller. We eliminated a young woman as a suspect because she had very
small feet. But anyone with that approximate size foot could have left the print at the scene.

Jens Soering and Elizabeth Haysom as co-perpetrators

When, after decades, people can no longer find something new to say about the case, they resort to
absurd theories to keep the debate going. A glaring example: the claim that Soering and Haysom
committed the crime together. This theory is so obviously false that I find it hard to believe that
anyone made it up.

Let me say it clearly, as the original Bedford County Sheriff’s Department Senior Investigator on the
Haysom case: Soering and Haysom did not kill Derek and Nancy Haysom together. The evidence
shows clearly that one of them stayed in Washington while the other one drove to Bedford.

How can I be so sure? Because of Yale Feldman.

Mr. Feldman was the manager of the Marriott Hotel, where Soering and Haysom stayed on the
weekend of the murders. On the night of the crime — March 30, 1985 — one of them ordered two
meals on room service for $33 in order to provide an alibi for the other one. According to Mr.
Feldman, that room service order was the last posting of the day on March 30.

From the trial transcript of June 6, 1990, page 141:
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That last posting would have been made not long before 11 p.m.

From the trial transcript of June 6, 1990, page 142:

The prosecutor accepted the testimony of Mr. Feldman to be true, as one of his follow-up questions
shows. From the trial transcript of June 6, 1990, page 143:

Soering’s defense lawyer also accepted the testimony of Mr. Feldman as true. Why would Mr.
Feldman commit perjury about the time of the room service?

In any case, the room service order could not have been placed before 5:30 p.m. because the dinner
menu did not go into effect until then.

From the trial transcript of June 6, 1990, p. 149:

If the room service had been ordered at precisely 5:30 p.m., as soon as the dinner menu went into
effect, the meals would have to be cooked, delivered to the room and signed for before Soering and
Haysom could leave. Their actual departure time could not have been before 6:00 p.m.

In 1985, the speed limit of 55 mph was still in effect, so the drive from the Georgetown Marriott to
the Haysom residence would have taken at least four hours, especially considering that most of it
would have been at night, in part over small, winding country roads.

That means that Soering and Haysom — if they had traveled together — would have arrived no
earlier than 10 p.m., more likely 10:30 p.m. The evidence at the crime scene shows that the killer(s)
drank alcohol with the victims and probably shared a snack (ice cream) with them before the attack
began.

And all of that is supposed to have happened between 10:30 and 11:00 p.m.? I don’t believe it, and
neither does any other investigator who’s looked at this case.
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In addition to Mr. Feldman’s testimony about the room service, there are also movie tickets and a
cashed check dated March 30 that one of them collected as an alibi for the other one.

From the trial exhibits:

After Soering’s trial, his lawyer contacted the manager of the theater that showed the movie
“Stranger than paradise” at 10:15 p.m. on the night of the murders. Those are the tickets at the top
of the photograph above. The manager said that the tickets were sequentially numbered in order of
the sale, regardless of the show time. This means that the manager could determine from the
numbers of the tickets (27140 and 27141) at what approximate time of day they were bought.
According to the movie theater manager, those two tickets were purchased either as one of the last
tickets for the 8 p.m. showing or one of the first tickets for the 10:15 p.m. showing.

From Richard Neaton’s letter of September 25, 1991:

In combination, the testimony of Yale Feldman and the statement from the movie theater manager
prove beyond any reasonable doubt that either Soering or Haysom was in Washington, D.C. while the
other one was in Bedford. No investigator that I’m aware of has ever doubted that. So I really have to
wonder about the motives of the people who spread nonsense, like the theory that Soering and
Haysom committed the crime together. Are the people spreading this nonsense trying to make a
name for themselves by pretending they “solved” the case?
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Terry Wright and his report

Another person whose motives I wonder about is Terry Wright. He is one of the British investigators
who assisted Ricky during his questioning of Soering in London in 1986. More than 33 years later,
after Soering was paroled, Mr. Wright released a report about the case in which he tries to prove
Soering’s guilt.

Why would he bother to do that? Soering was paroled; he didn’t receive a pardon. Legally, he is a
convicted double-murderer. Why would anyone write a report trying to prove that all over again?
What does Mr. Wright have to gain by this — except maybe fame? In his report, he makes it sound
like he solved the case all by himself!

Some folks seem to think that Mr. Wright’s report holds weight. But in my opinion, it's full of false
statements, wrong facts, and misguided conclusions.

That’s not surprising since Terry Wright didn't play any role in the original investigation; he wasn't
even aware of the Haysom murders until the following year. He admitted that in a German-language
podcast that has a “bonus episode” in English. At minute 5:59, he says:

“I was never involved in the forensics in the 1980s. That had all been done in America before I
got involved. A lot of the stuff that went on I was not a party to because I was a witness. In
the last few months, after the report (i.e., his own) was published, I’ve taken a very close
look.”

Terry Wright is entitled to his opinion, but it’s just that: one opinion. At the end of this report, I have
included an appendix in which I address some of the problems with his report. I am prepared to
speak with Terry Wright personally and at length at any time.

My goal is to provide a complete record of the facts and evidence, with as little opinion as possible.
Readers can make up their own minds about what the evidence suggests. Now, I couldn't avoid all
opinions, especially regarding some of the more bizarre statements about the case: for example, the
claim that Jens Soering bribed highly respected scientists to get favorable DNA reports. That is just
too stupid to take seriously.

As we look at the evidence against Soering, you might be surprised by how little there actually is.
Now, it's not impossible that Soering was at the house when the murders happened. But if he was,
he left no forensic evidence behind — which would be a miracle, given slaughter that took place at
the crime scene.

Interested readers can follow the development of the case evidence in chronological order below.
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April 3, 1985

A friend of the Haysom family, Annie Massie, visits the home of Derek and Nancy Haysom after being
unable to reach her best friend, Nancy, by phone for days. She discovers that the couple was
murdered.

At the time, the Haysoms were living as a respectable retired couple in Boonsboro, Bedford County,
an affluent suburb of Lynchburg, Virginia. From the FBI file on the Haysom murders:
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April 4, 1985 — A

The case is assigned to me. One of my first conclusions is that there must have been more than one
perpetrator.

From an interview with me, published by the Washington Post on March 9, 2017:

With paywall:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/magazine/in-1985-a-gruesome-double-murder-rocked-vi
rginia-was-the-wrong-man-convicted/2017/03/07/44c60742-e8b2-11e6-80c2-30e57e57e05d_story.
html

Without paywall:
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/in-1985-a-gruesome-double-murder-rocked-the-us-what-if-the-w
rong-man-was-convicted/MOIPAHMHO6JFE2KWENQULYNFKE/

In addition, the Haysoms are found in two widely separated rooms, each of which have doors leading
to the outside. This again suggests that more than one perpetrator must have been involved.

From the Lynchburg Police Department crime scene sketches:
(The individual room sketches were combined by Sheriff J.E. “Chip” Harding.)
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April 4, 1985 — B

In forensic work, luminol is an essential aspect when it comes to the examination and detection of
blood. Luminol reacts to the smallest traces of blood long after all visible traces have disappeared.
These blood traces become visible under UV light - even at pinhead size.

The luminol issue is essential in the Haysom murder case because I myself did the testing on the
rental car but was never able to present my results in court.
A luminol examination of the bathroom at the crime scene reveals that the perpetrator(s) took a
shower after committing the crime, washing off large quantities of blood.

From the crime scene photographs:
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April 5, 1985

Bedford County Sheriff Carl H. Wells asks the FBI to perform a psychological profile.

From the FBI file on the Haysom murders:

The FBI grants Sheriff Wells’ request and performs a psychological profile.

From the FBI file on the Haysom murders:
(The FBI redacted the female suspect’s name before releasing the document below under a
Freedom of Information Act request.)

FBI Special Agent and Profiler Edward F. Sulzbach determines that the murders were committed by a
woman in a close relationship to the victims.

From prosecutor James W. Updike’s letter of June 18, 1985:

In an interview for the documentary film “Killing for love,” Sulzbach says that he “settled on the
daughter” as the likeliest killer. (This film/series is no longer available on streaming services, but
DVDs are still available for purchase.)
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April 6, 1985

Derek and Nancy Haysom’s daughter Haysom, is a student at the University of Virginia,
Charlottesville. She is first interrogated on April 6, 1985, and immediately throws suspicion on
another woman, Fontaine.

From the trial transcript of August 11, 1987, page 11:
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April 8, 1985

We (the Regional Homicide Squad and the Bedford County Sheriff’s Department) learn that a bloody
sneaker print at the crime scene, item LR2, was left by a size 8 to 8 ½ woman’s shoe.

From Sheriff’s Deputy C.L. Baker’s report of April 8, 1985:
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April 16, 1985 — A

We (the Regional Homicide Squad and the Bedford County Sheriff’s Department) learn that Haysom
wears a size 8 woman’s shoe.

From the trial transcript of June 18, 1990, page 16:
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April 16, 1985 — B

We (the Regional Homicide Squad and the Bedford County Sheriff’s Department) learn that Haysom
smoked Merit cigarettes. Merit cigarette butts were recovered next to the front and rear doors of the
Haysom house.

From the trial transcript of June 18, 1990, pages 10 and 11 (Ricky testifying):
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Late May / early June 1985 — A

Haysom persuades her family that they should clean their parents’ house themselves before offering
it for sale.

From the trial transcript of August 24, 1987, page 35:

From the trial transcript of August 24, 1987, page 36:
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Late May / early June 1985 – B

Haysom is observed comparing her foot to a bloody sock print at the crime scene.

From the trial transcript of August 24, 1987, page 36:

Haysom is also observed cleaning the front screen door.

From the trial transcript of October 6, 1987, pages 439 and 440:

This could be significant because type O blood — presumably the killer’s blood — is found on the
handle of the door screen: item 6FE. Soering is excluded as a source of item 6FE by DNA tests
conducted in 2009, as will be discussed below.
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June 7, 1985

The Bureau of Forensic Sciences determines that the sock print at the crime scene corresponds to a
size 6 ½ to 7 ½ woman’s shoe or a size 5 to 6 man’s shoe.

From the Certificate of Analysis:
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June 25, 1985 — A

I perform a luminol test on the car rented by Haysom on the weekend of the murders. I find no trace
of blood.

From my letter to Governor Ralph S. Northam of July 2, 2018:

The accuracy of the luminol test result is confirmed twenty-eight years later, in 2013, by Ricky.

From “Jens Soering: New Turns in Infamous Virginia Case,” by Sandy Hausman, WVTF/Radio iQ,
October 30, 2013:

https://www.wvtf.org/law-crime/2013-10-30/Soering-soering-new-turns-in-infamous-virginia-case
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June 25, 1985 — B

The luminol test result is further confirmed by Sylvia Moore, the cleaning staff at the car rental
company who inspects the car when it’s returned to the rental agency on March 31, 1985.

From the trial transcript of June 6, 1990, page 132:
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June 25, 1985 — C

Luminol tests of the walkway and grass between the house and the driveway show that the killer(s’)
shoes were still very bloody when they left the house. If the rental car had been used to drive to the
crime scene, there should have been blood found in the footwell.

From the crime scene photographs:
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July 2, 1985

Haysom’s fingerprints are found on an Absolut Vodka bottle near her father’s body.

From the Certificate of Analysis:

Both Derek and Nancy Haysom have elevated blood alcohol levels.

From the two autopsy reports of April 5, 1985:

Derek Haysom’s body is found near the bar area with the Absolut Vodka bottle.

From the Lynchburg Police Department crime scene sketches:

Haysom had visited her parents’ house one week before the murders, so she could have left her
fingerprints on the Absolut Vodka bottle during that visit.
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August 12, 1985 — A

Forensic examiner (and later head of the serology section of the Bureau of Forensic Sciences) Mary
Jane Burton submits a lengthy Certificate of Analysis with the results of her blood typing and hair
analyses.

One significant finding is that all four blood groups are present at the crime scene: Derek Haysom’s A
and Nancy Haysom’s AB blood, but also B and O blood. This further strengthens my theory that there
must have been at least two perpetrators, each of whom was injured during the struggle.

From the Certificate of Analysis:
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August 12, 1985 — B

One of the samples of type O blood is item 6FE, on the handle of the screen door at the front
entrance to the house.

This blood must have been left by (one of) the perpetrator(s) since the victims had type A and AB
blood.

From the crime scene photographs:
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August 12, 1985 — C

There is also a sample of type B blood found at the crime scene: item 38K, found next to Nancy
Haysom’s body.

Like the type O blood, the type B blood, too, must have been left by (one of) the perpetrator(s) since
the victims had type A and AB blood.

From the Certificate of Analysis:

From the crime scene photographs and Lynchburg Police Department crime scene sketches:
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August 12, 1985 — D

Another significant finding from the Certificate of Analysis of August 12, 1985, is that (one of) the
perpetrator(s) left a hair in the blood-stained bathroom sink.

From the Certificate of Analysis:

The perpetrator(s) washed off blood in the sink, as can be seen by the bloody sock prints in front of
the sink. (The black dust below is fingerprint powder.)

From the crime scene photos and Lynchburg Police Department crime scene sketches:
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August 29, 1985

The Bureau of Forensic Sciences determines that sock print LR3 could have been left by Haysom’s
half-brother, Julian Haysom.

From the Certificate of Analysis:
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October 6, 1985

Ricky and I informally question Soering at the Bedford County Sheriff’s Department.

From “Criminal investigator says Soering is innocent,” by Sandy Hausman, WVTF/Radio iQ, October
11, 2016:

https://www.wvtf.org/news/2016-10-11/criminal-investigator-says-soering-is-innocent

Soering is unable to explain why the mileage on the rental car matches the drive from Washington,
D.C. to Lynchburg and back. Also, he is unwilling to provide fingerprints, a blood sample and
footprints without first speaking with his father, a West German consular diplomat.
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October 12 and 13, 1985

Soering and Haysom leave the United States for Europe.

From an interview with me, published by the Washington Post on March 9, 2017:

With paywall:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/magazine/in-1985-a-gruesome-double-murder-rocked-vi
rginia-was-the-wrong-man-convicted/2017/03/07/44c60742-e8b2-11e6-80c2-30e57e57e05d_story.
html

Without paywall:
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/in-1985-a-gruesome-double-murder-rocked-the-us-what-if-the-w
rong-man-was-convicted/MOIPAHMHO6JFE2KWENQULYNFKE/
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November 18, 1985

Haysom is determined to have blood type B. (Roughly 10% of the population have that blood type.)

From the Certificate of Analysis:
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Early April 1986

I retire temporarily from the Bedford County Sheriff’s Department.

From an interview with me, published by the Washington Post on March 9, 2017:

With paywall:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/magazine/in-1985-a-gruesome-double-murder-rocked-vi
rginia-was-the-wrong-man-convicted/2017/03/07/44c60742-e8b2-11e6-80c2-30e57e57e05d_story.
html

Without paywall:
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/in-1985-a-gruesome-double-murder-rocked-the-us-what-if-the-w
rong-man-was-convicted/MOIPAHMHO6JFE2KWENQULYNFKE/
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April 30, 1986

Soering and Haysom are arrested in London, England.

From the Cavalier Daily (U. Va.):
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May 1, 1986

In Soering’s and Haysom’s possessions, British police find a diary describing their travels from the
United States to Asia and Europe.

From the trial photographs:

This diary contains several passages that are obvious nonsense, like the one pictured above: Haysom
writes that she has a brain tumor removed with experimental laser surgery.

But there is another passage in Haysom’s handwriting that British officers find suspicious. On
October 12, she writes, “The case is about to be solved. Perhaps fingerprints on coffee mug used by
Soering in Bedford interview gave him away.” (This is a reference to Ricky’s and my questioning of
Soering on October 6, 1985.)

One of the British officers, Detective Constable Terry Wright, begins calling various police
departments in towns called Bedford throughout the United States. Eventually, he reaches Bedford
County, Virginia, and speaks with Ricky.
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June 5 to 8, 1986 — A

Ricky flies to England and questions Soering and Haysom for four days.

At this point, he does not have enough evidence against either one of them to bring charges.

From the trial transcript of June 7, 1990, page 138:
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June 5 to 8, 1986 — B

Ricky is assisted by two British officers, Detective Sergeant Kenneth Beever and Detective Constable
Terry Wright. As British officers, they had no jurisdiction over the American murder case.

From the trial transcript of June 7, 1990, pages 140:
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June 5, 1986

On the first day of questioning, Soering admits being at the crime scene, but each time investigators
ask him to admit killing the Haysoms, he refuses. At no point does he ever say that he harmed Derek
and Nancy Haysom.

From the transcript of the June 5, 1986, interrogation, pages 13, 23, 24 and 32:
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June 7, 1986

One of the British officers, Kenneth Beever, asks Soering whether he could imagine pleading guilty to
something he didn’t do. Soering says he can.

From the transcript of the June 7, 1986, interrogation, page 25:
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June 8, 1986 — A

Soering gives a long, detailed confession. His statement is not tape-recorded.

Soering claims that he went to Derek and Nancy Haysom’s house, drank alcohol and ate with them,
slit their throats, injured his hand while killing them, wiped away footprints on the floor and then
drove to Washington, D.C. to meet Haysom.

Many details of Soering’s confession match the crime scene:

Correct Detail #1

The Haysoms had elevated blood alcohol levels — see July 2, 1985 — and there were used alcohol
glasses and bottles found at the scene. This matches Soering’s claim that he drank alcohol with his
victims before killing them.

From the crime scene photos:
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Correct Detail #2

The Haysoms suffered massive injuries to their throats. This matches Soering’s claim that he slit both
victims’ throats.

From the autopsy reports:
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Correct Detail #3

There was a lot of blood on the floor in the dining room. This matches Soering’s claim that he
attacked his victims in the dining room.

From the crime scene photos:
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Correct detail #4

Five samples of type O blood were found at the crime scene: one in the bedroom and four on the
front door. This matches Soering’s claim that he injured himself while killing the Haysoms.

From the Lynchburg Police Department crime scene sketches:
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Correct detail #5

The killer(s) wiped blood on the floor. This matches Soering’s claim that he wiped away footprints on
the floor.

From the crime scene photos:
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June 8, 1986 — B

But there are several details of Soering’s confession that are obviously incorrect.

Incorrect Detail #1

Soering says that Nancy Haysom wore jeans. But in reality, she wore a housecoat.

From the crime scene photos:
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Incorrect Detail #2

Soering says a long, violent struggle took place at the dining room table. But the candlesticks and
wine glass on the table are still standing, and the cards on the mantelpiece have not been knocked
down.

From the crime scene photos:
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Incorrect Detail #3

Soering says he cut his own hand during the struggle and bled heavily in the rental car.

From the trial transcript of June 7, 1990, pages 221 and 224:

But — see June 25, 1985 — A and — B — both the luminol test and Sylvia Moore indicate there was
no trace of blood in the car. It was “spotless.”
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Incorrect Detail #4

Soering makes no mention of taking a shower after killing the Haysoms. But — see April 4, 1985 — B
— (one of) the perpetrator(s) definitely washed off a lot of blood in the shower.

Incorrect Detail #5

Soering says he killed Derek and Nancy Haysom. But — see April 5, 1985 — FBI Special Agent Edward
Sulzbach’s profile says that the murders were committed by a female perpetrator who was “very
closely related to the victims.” (Soering only met the Haysoms one time, for a brief lunch more than a
month before the murders.)

Incorrect Detail #6

Soering wears a men’s size 8 ½ shoe.

From the trial transcript of June 19, 1990, page 70:

However — see April 8, 1985 — A — shoe print LR2 was made by an “8 to 8 ½ woman’s shoe or a
small boy’s shoe.”

Incorrect Detail #7

Again, Ricky has four days to notice that Soering has normal-size feet. But — see June 7, 1985 — sock
print LR3 “corresponds to… a size 5 to 6 man’s shoe.” That is very small for a man’s foot.

Incorrect Detail #8

Soering says there were three people in the house when the crime occurred: Derek and Nancy
Haysom and himself. But — see August 25, 1985 — there were four blood groups found at the scene.

Probably Incorrect Detail #9

Soering says he killed Derek and Nancy Haysom alone. But — see April 4, 1985 — A — it seems highly
unlikely that a single attacker could kill two people in two different rooms (kitchen and living room)
separated by a third room (dining room).
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June 8, 1986 — C

After Soering gives his confession, Ricky and the two British officers, Kenneth Beever and Terry
Wright, question Haysom. She admits committing the crime herself — but then withdraws her
confession immediately, saying she was only being facetious.

From the trial transcript of June 14, 1990, page 113:
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June 8, 1986 — D

Haysom’s confession — “I did it myself.… I got off on it.” — is corroborated by:

● FBI Special Agent Edward Sulzbach’s crime scene profile — see April 5, 1985

● the presence at the crime scene of a shoe print matching Haysom’s size (item LR2) — see
April 8 and April 16, 1985 — A

● Haysom’s brother Dr. Howard Haysom observing Haysom comparing her foot to the sock
print at the crime scene — see late May/early June 1985

● the presence of a sock print only half a size smaller than her foot size (item LR3) — see June
7, 1985

● the presence of Haysom’s fingerprints on a vodka bottle near her inebriated father’s body
(item 17LR) — see July 2, 1985

● the presence of Haysom’s blood type (type B) near her mother’s body (item 38K) — see
August 12 and November 19, 1985

● the presence of Merit cigarette butts, Haysom’s favorite brand, next to the front and rear
doors of the Haysom house — see April 16, 1985 — B

But in spite of all this, Ricky and the two British officers, Kenneth Beever and Terry Wright, do not
push Haysom to add details to her confession. Instead, they allow Haysom to withdraw her
confession as a joke. She then supports Soering’s version of events.
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June 9-12, 1986

After Soering gives his confession, Ricky makes no effort to corroborate or refute his statement.

From the trial transcript of June 7, 1990, pages 189 to 190:
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June 13, 1986

On Friday the 13th, just five days after giving his confession, Soering is indicted for capital murder. He
now faces execution in the electric chair.

From the Florida Department of Corrections/Doug Smith (Public Domain):
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June 14, 1986, onward

After Soering’s indictment, Ricky makes no further attempts to gather forensic evidence.

From the trial transcript of June 5, 1990, page 249:
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Fall 1986

After Soering is indicted, his British attorneys make several attempts to save his life from execution.

In their first attempt, they try to persuade the British courts to reduce the extradition charges from
murder to the lesser (British) charge of “manslaughter by reason of diminished responsibility.” The
maximum penalty for manslaughter is 10 years in prison, not execution.

To make this argument to the British courts, Soering’s attorneys first have to obtain psychiatric
diagnoses to justify the reduction of charges. In the fall of 1986, two psychiatrists examine both
Soering and Haysom. They diagnose Haysom with borderline schizophrenia (called borderline
personality disorder today) and Soering with folie à deux (called shared delusional disorder today).

From the psychiatric reports of Dr. Henrietta Bullard and Dr. John R. Hamilton:

In order to obtain this diagnosis, Soering has to repeat his story, that he killed Derek and Nancy
Haysom, to the two psychiatrists. But this is not a confession in the legal sense, and his statements to
the psychiatrists cannot be used against him at his trial in Virginia.

The British courts reject Soering’s attorneys’ argument. They rule that the exact nature of the
charges should be determined not by British but by American courts, since the crime took place in
the United States.
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December 30, 1986

After the first attempt to save Soering from execution fails, his attorneys make a second attempt.
They try to have Soering extradited to Germany. Under German law, he could be tried there for the
murders that occurred in the United States. In Germany, there is no death penalty.

But for Soering to be sent to Germany, the German government must file an extradition request to
the British government. This requires some evidence to show that the accused may be responsible
for the crime with which he is to be charged. But the German government has no such evidence,
since the American government refuses to provide the German government a legally valid copy of
the confession that Soering gave on June 8.

To obtain evidence sufficient to justify a German extradition request, Soering’s attorneys arrange for
a German prosecutor to come to England to obtain another confession. Hoping to save his own life
from execution, Soering repeats the story he told Ricky six months earlier.

There are some minor differences between Soering’s statements to Ricky and to the German
prosecutor, but on the whole they are similar. The confession to the German prosecutor is later used
at Soering’s trial in Virginia.

From the German public prosecutor’s office:

This second attempt to save Soering from the death penalty also fails. The British courts reject the
German extradition request and grant the American request. Soering’s attorneys then file an appeal
to the European Court of Human rights.
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August 24, 1987 — A

Unlike Soering, Haysom does not face the death penalty. In the spring of 1987 she is extradited to
Virginia and, on August 24, pleads guilty to two counts of first-degree murder under § 18.2-32 of the
Code of Virginia of 1950, as amended. Haysom adds the words “as an accessory before the fact” to
her plea, but under Virginia law, this makes no legal difference.

From the trial transcript of August 24, 1987, pages 4 and 5:

From the trial transcript of June 14, 1990, pages 93 to 94:
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August 24, 1987 — B

At Haysom’s plea hearing, Ricky testifies that Haysom’s mother Nancy took nude photographs of her
daughter.

From the trial transcript of August 24, 1987, page 53:
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October 5 and 6, 1987 — A

A sentencing hearing is held to determine the length of Haysom’s prison sentence. In her
pre-sentencing report and in court, she gives conflicting accounts about being sexually abused by her
mother.

From the trial transcript of October 6, 1987, pages 229, 231 and 233:
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October 5 and 6, 1987 — B

On several occasions during her sentencing hearing, Haysom is forced to admit that she frequently
lies and manipulates.

From the trial transcript of October 5, 1987, pages 265, 289, 293, 298 and 314:
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October 5 and 6, 1987 — C

Psychiatrist Dr. Robert C. Showalter testifies that Haysom was suffering from borderline personality
disorder.

From the trial transcript of October 6, 1987, pages 368 and 371:
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October 5 and 6, 1987 — D

Haysom’s half-brother Dr. Howard Haysom and her mother’s best friend Nancy Haysom both testify
that they do not believe the prosecution’s theory of the case. They both believe Haysom was in the
house at the time of the crime. However, they are not allowed to explain their reasons for believing
this.

From the trial transcript of October 6, 1987, pages 440, 441, 445 and 469:
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October 8, 1987

Haysom is sentenced to 90 years in prison.

From the Free Lance-Star:
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June 8, 1989

After the Virginia Bureau of Forensic Science begins to introduce DNA testing, forensic examiner
Elmer Gist, Jr. files a Certificate of Analysis claiming that the five samples of type O blood from the
crime scene cannot be DNA tested because they were “consumed during previous serological
examinations.”

From the Certificate of Analysis:

At Soering’s trial more than a year later, Gist repeats this claim. Both the Certificate of Analysis and
his trial testimony are given under oath.

From the trial transcript of June 13, 1990, pages 42 and 43:
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July 7, 1989

In a landmark ruling, the European Court of Human Rights decides that Soering cannot be extradited
to the United States as long as he faces inhumane or degrading treatment. On August 1, 1989,
prosecutor James W. Updike drops the capital murder indictment, clearing the way for Soering to be
extradited on first-degree murder charges — without threat of the death penalty.

From the Register Guard:
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January 12, 1990

Soering is moved from Her Majesty’s Prison Brixton in London, England, to Bedford County Jail in
Bedford, Virginia.

From the Daily Progress:
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February 7, 1990

A hearing is held to determine whether the judge should step aside, since he knows the victims’
family. The judge refuses.

From the trial transcript of February 7, 1990, page 58:

***

After Soering’s trial, a resident of Bedford County researches Judge William Sweeney’s relationship
with Nancy Haysom’s brother, Risque Benedict. She visits the library of E.C. Glass High School in
Lynchburg and discovers yearbooks dating back to the 1940s. There, she finds photographic evidence
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February 7, 1990, cont’d.

that Bill and Risque were friends not just in college, but in high school as well. Their relationship was
older, longer and closer than the judge acknowledges on February 7 in court. This form of deception
is commonly called a lie of omission.
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February 8, 1990 — A

Soering is eliminated as a source of item 11B, the hair in the bloodstained bathroom sink. Because of
its location, this hair could only have been left by (one of) the killer(s) — see August 12, 1985 — D.

From the Certificate of Analysis:
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February 8, 1990 — B

Soering is determined to have type O blood, the same type as five blood samples from the crime
scene — see August 12, 1985. Because the victims had type A and AB blood, the type O blood must
have been left by (one of) the killer(s).

From the Certificate of Analysis:

Roughly 45% of the population have blood group O. But in his confession, Soering claimed to have
bled at the crime scene after injuring himself — see June 8, 1986. The presence of type O blood
would appear to corroborate that part of his confession.

This becomes a central part of the prosecution’s case against Soering. In his closing arguments, the
prosecutor mentions the type O blood twenty-six (26) times.

From the trial transcript of June 21, 1990, pages 81 and 215:
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February 13, 1990

Soering is eliminated as the source of the last remaining unidentified fingerprints at the crime scene.

From the Certificate of Analysis:

These fingerprints are found on an Old Plum Brandy bottle and an alcohol glass in the bar area, item
17LR — see June 8, 1985. It is surprising that Soering’s fingerprints are not found in the bar area or
on any alcohol glasses at the scene since he confessed to drinking alcohol with Derek and Nancy
Haysom before killing them.

Haysom’s fingerprints are found in this area on an Absolute Vodka bottle — see July 2, 1985.

The fingerprints on the brandy bottle and glass remain unidentified to this day.

From the trial transcript of June 13, page 70:

From the Certificate of Analysis of November 7, 2014:
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June 1, 1990 — A

Soering’s trial begins. On the opening day, Albemarle Magazine publishes an article in which Judge
William S. Sweeney openly states his view that Soering committed the crime.

From Albemarle Magazine:

For the second time, Soering’s attorney asks the judge to step aside — see February 7, 1990. Judge
Sweeney denies the motion, and all subsequent appellate courts uphold his decision. In Virginia,
judges can decide themselves whether they are biased.

From the Valparaiso University Law Review:

https://scholar.valpo.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1944&context=vulr
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June 1, 1990 — B

Soering is represented by Richard A. Neaton, an attorney from Michigan. Five years after Soering’s
trial, Neaton loses his law license because of errors he made in handling Soering’s case.

From the Daily Progress:

From the Roanoke Times:

https://scholar.lib.vt.edu/VA-news/ROA-Times/issues/1996/rt9607/960726/07260044.htm

From the Attorney Discipline Board’s ruling:
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June 1, 1990 — B, cont’d.

In his defense before the bar association, Richard Neaton states that, between 1989 and 1992, he
was suffering from a mental disability that prevented him from practicing law competently.

From Neaton’s defense to case number 93/49 GA (November 2, 1993):

During Soering’s habeas corpus proceedings, Dennis W. Dohnal — former President of the Richmond
Bar Association and later a federal magistrate — gave his expert opinion on Neaton’s work.

From the Joint Appendix to Soering v. Deeds, page 350:

The attorney general’s office does not present an expert witness to rebut Dohnal’s expert opinion.

Still, all federal courts rule that Soering does not deserve a new trial on the basis of “ineffective
assistance of counsel,” as this issue is called in habeas corpus proceedings.
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June 4, 1990

Judge William S. Sweeney rules that forensic examiner Robert B. Hallett may not testify as an expert
witness and may not give his opinion about bloody sock print LR3 — see June 7, 1985.

From the trial transcript of June 4, 1990, page 272:

From the trial transcript of June 13, 1990, page 129:
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June 6, 1990

During the Christmas holidays in 1984, Soering and Haysom exchanged letters. Some passages from
these letters are read into evidence during Soering’s trial.

From Haysom’s letters:

From Soering’s letters:
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June 8, 1990

A family friend of the Haysoms, Donald Harrington, testifies that he observed Soering standing next
to Haysom’s college roommate, Christine Kim, at the victims’ funeral service. He claims he saw a
bruise on Soering’s face and bandages on his fingers. He also claims to have reported this to the
police about ten days after the funeral service.

From the transcript of June 8, 1990, pages 41 to 43:
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June 12, 1990

Forensic examiner Mary Jane Burton found blood belonging to all four blood groups at the crime
scene — see August 12, 1985 — A. This presents a major problem for the prosecution since Soering
claimed to have committed the crime alone — see June 8, 1986. If that were true, there should only
be three blood groups at the crime scene.

Also, the sample belonging to the fourth blood group, item 38K, belonged to Haysom’s blood group B
— see November 18, 1985. Item 38K was found next to Nancy Haysom’s body in the kitchen. If
Haysom had really been in Washington, D.C., while the murders occurred in Bedford, her blood group
should not have been found at the crime scene.

To overcome this problem, forensic examiner Burton testifies that item 38K might not be blood group
B at all. She says that it might be blood group AB, with only the A factor washed out.

From the trial transcript of June 12, 1990, page
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June 13, 1990 — A

On cross-examination, Mary Jane Burton is forced to admit that there is no reason to doubt her
original finding that item 38K belongs to blood group B.

From the trial transcript of June 13, 1990, pages 24, 27 and 28:

In 2023, a new podcast about Mary Jane Burton is released. This podcast details how she
manipulated evidence to help the prosecution.

https://admissible.vpm.org/https://admissible.vpm.org/
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June 13, 1990 — B

Robert Hallett testifies as a lay witness, not as an expert witness — see June 4, 1990. He places a
photograph of a sample ink footprint of Soering’s over the bloody sock print from the crime scene,
item LR3. The two look very similar.

From the trial photos:
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June 13, 1990 — B, cont’d.

However, Soering’s footprint is nearly half an inch longer than the sock print. This is not surprising
since Soering wears an 8 ½ shoe and the sock print was originally determined to correspond to a size
5 to 6 man’s foot — see June 7, 1985.

Hallett explains away this size difference with the theory that Soering’s heel may have made a
“double impression.” Judge William Sweeney allows Hallett to state this opinion in spite of his earlier
ruling that Hallett was not an expert qualified to state opinions.

From the trial transcript of June 13, 1990, page 131, and from the trial photos:
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June 13, 1990 — B, cont’d.

Robert Hallett also shows the jury a comparison of one of Haysom’s sample ink footprints to sock
print LR3. The two do not look similar at all. This creates the impression that only Soering could have
left the sock print.

From the trial transcript of June 13, 1990, pages 135 and 136:

The effect of this comparison is clear: the sock print was left by Soering, not Haysom. In his closing
statements, the prosecutor describes Robert Hallett’s testimony as “designating this as his.” It
“matches and it fits like a glove.”

From the trial transcript of June 21, 1990, pages 87 and 94:
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June 13 and 14, 1990

Haysom testifies that, on March 30, 1985, she remained in Washington, D.C., while Soering drove to
Bedford County and killed her parents. Much of her testimony at Soering’s trial is inconsistent with
her earlier statements, other witnesses’ statements or the forensic evidence.

Inconsistencies #1 through 10

Haysom gave five different accounts of the murder weapon and five different accounts of the movie
tickets that she supposedly bought in Washington while Soering was killing her parents in Bedford.

On February 18, 2007, the Virginian Pilot published an award-winning feature entitled, “No hope for
Jens Soering.” This included a convenient chart listing all ten stories that Haysom told.

About the Murder Weapon

1. During their weekend in Washington, she and Soering bought a “butterfly” knife for
Soering’s brother’s birthday. —Police interview in London, June 8, 1986

2. They bought the knife “to kill my parents.” —Police interview in Bedford, May 8, 1987

3. She wasn’t with Soering when the knife was bought and doesn’t know if it was used.
—Police interview in Bedford, May 14, 1987

4. Soering first told her he used a steak knife, then brought up the butterfly knife six months
later. The story about a birthday gift was a lie. —Testimony at her sentencing hearing,
October 5, 1987

5. The birthday story was true, after all. Soering used a steak knife for the murders.
—Testimony at Soering’s trial, June 13, 1990

About the Alibi

1. She attended two movies Saturday afternoon, buying two tickets each time, but not for the
purpose of creating an alibi. —Police interview in London, June 8, 1986

2. She arranged the alibi. —Later, in the same police interview June 8, 1986

3. They had agreed on the two-ticket alibi, but she bought only one ticket all day for a
midnight show. —Police interview in Bedford, May 8, 1987

4. She bought the tickets but didn’t attend the movies. The alibi wasn’t hatched until after the
murders. —Testimony at her sentencing hearing, October 5, 1987

5. The alibi was hatched before the murders. She remembers the second movie showing
around 4 p.m. The time on the ticket stubs is 10:15. —Testimony at Soering’s trial, June 13,
1990

With paywall:
https://www.pilotonline.com/news/crime/article_57efdc19-7a0c-5f88-a9f8-e06a5bed372d.html
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Inconsistency #10, cont’d.

The tenth inconsistency listed in Bill Sizemore’s article is especially interesting. At Soering’s trial,
Haysom testified that she bought tickets for two movies on the afternoon of March 30: “Witness”
and “Stranger than paradise.” The first set of tickets were supposedly bought around 1 or 2 p.m., the
second around 4 or 5 p.m.

From the trial transcript of June 13, 1990, page 122:

But the time on the tickets for “Stranger than paradise” is not 4 or 5 p.m., as Haysom claimed, but
10:15 p.m.

From the trial exhibits:

It seems unlikely that Haysom made a simple mistake about the time of the second movie. At that
time of year, on March 30, there would have still been daylight at 4 or 5 p.m., but at 10:15 p.m., it
would have been completely dark.

For more information on the movie tickets, please see the Introduction to this report.
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Inconsistency #11

At her 1987 sentencing hearing, Haysom repeatedly claimed that she did not want Soering to kill her
parents.

From the trial transcript of October 6, 1987, pages 305 and 312:

But at Soering’s trial, Haysom testifies that she did want Soering to kill her parents.

From the trial transcript of June 13, 1990, page 174:
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Inconsistency #12

Haysom testifies that she ordered both food and alcohol on room service in Washington, D.C., while
Soering was killing her parents in Bedford.

From the trial transcript of June 14, 1990, page 134:

But this is inconsistent with the testimony of Yale Feldman, the manager of the Marriott Hotel. He
testified that a bottle of Jack Daniel’s alone would have cost $30, incl. gratuity and service charge.
The room service bill of $33.11 was too small to account for both food and alcohol.

From the trial transcript of June 6, 1990, page 152:

For more information on the room service, please see the Introduction to this report.
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Inconsistency #13

Haysom testifies that when Soering returned from killing her parents, he was covered in a bedsheet
with a large quantity of blood on it.

From the trial transcript of June 13, 1990, pages 179 to 180, and October 5, 1987, page 170:

***

But this is inconsistent with the testimony of Sylvia Moore, the service staff at the car rental
company. She testified that the car was “spotless” when it was returned the next day — see June 25,
1985.

Haysom’s account is also inconsistent with Soering’s account. During his interrogation on June 8,
1986, he told investigators he was wearing a sweatshirt and underwear.

From the trial transcript of June 7, 1990, page 224:
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Inconsistency #14

Haysom testifies that she cleaned the blood from the car with Coca-Cola.

From the trial transcript of June 13, 1990, pages 181 and 182:

Again, this is inconsistent with the testimony of Sylvia Moore — see June 25, 1985, and below.

From the trial transcript of June 6, 1990, page 132:
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Inconsistency #15

Before and during her sentencing hearing in 1987, Haysom gave conflicting statements about
possible sexual abuse by her mother. At Soering’s trial in 1990, she clearly denies being sexually
abused.

From the trial transcript of June 14, 1990, pages 152 and 153:
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June 14, 1990

On October 12, 1985, Haysom wrote an entry in her and Soering’s travel diary to the effect that
Soering was worried about his fingerprints being found at the crime scene. This diary entry raised the
suspicion of British officers after Soering’s and Haysom’s arrest in London, England — see May 1,
1986.

At Soering’s trial, Haysom admits that this diary entry was a lie meant to deceive Soering.

From the trial transcript of June 14, 1990, pages 163 and 164:
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June 15, 1990

Earlier in the trial, a friend of the Haysom family, Donald Harrington, testified that he had observed a
black eye on Soering’s face and bandages on his hands while he was standing next to Haysom’s
college roommate, Christine Kim, at the funeral service — see June 8, 1990.

Christine Kim gives stipulated written testimony that she does not recall whether Soering had injuries
or not.

From the trial transcript of June 15, 1990, page 22:

This is significant since Christine Kim spent the entire week before the funeral service with Soering
and Haysom. They stayed together at the home of Annie Massie — a close family friend — and at a
cousin’s house. Throughout this time, and at the funeral service itself, they were together with
Haysom family members.

From the trial transcript of June 13, 1990, pages 187 and 188:
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June 15, 1990 — A, cont’d.

Strangely, none of these people — some of whom spent hours each day in Soering’s company —
could corroborate Harrington’s testimony about bandages or bruises on Soering:

At Soering’s trial, Donald Harrington testified that he had informed the police about his observations
within ten days of the funeral service — see June 8, 1990. But:

● Ricky and I made no efforts to contact Soering until five months later.

If a witness had reported seeing injuries on the boyfriend of the victims’ daughter, wouldn’t
Ricky and I have questioned Soering immediately as the prime suspect?

● When we finally questioned Soering on October 6, 1985, Ricky and I never confronted
Soering with Harrington’s observations.

Once we had him in the interrogation room, wouldn’t Ricky and I have asked Soering about
bandages and bruises?
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June 18, 1990

A neighbor of Derek and Nancy Haysom, Jean Bass, testifies about two observations she made before
April 3, the day the crime was discovered:

● On the night of April 1, 1985, she saw many cars in the Haysoms’ driveway.

From the trial transcript of June 18, 1990, page 38:

● On April 2, 1985 — one day before the murders were discovered — she found a
pearl-handled knife on the road in front of the Haysoms’ house.

From the trial transcript of June 18, 1990, page 38:

This could be significant because, in his confession, Soering claimed he threw two knives
used in the commission of the crime into a dumpster.

From the trial transcript of June 7, 1990, page 108:
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June 18 and 19, 1990 — A

Soering takes the stand and testifies that, on March 30, 1985, he remained in Washington, D.C., while
Haysom drove off in her rental car, supposedly to meet her drug dealer. In the early hours of March
31, she returned and told him that she had killed her parents, blaming drugs and her mother’s sexual
abuse. Haysom then asked Soering to provide her an alibi, or she would be “fried” in the electric
chair.

According to his testimony, Soering told Haysom that her plan would not work. The police never
accept alibis provided by spouses or lovers. Instead, he promised to “take the rap” for his girlfriend,
accepting the blame for her crime in order to save her from the death penalty.

Soering thought he could protect Haysom without being executed himself because his father was a
German diplomat. Full diplomatic immunity no longer existed, Soering said, but he thought he would
at least be covered by a limited form of immunity. He believed this would result in him being put on
trial in Germany, where he would face a sentence of five to ten years as a juvenile. He thought that
five years in a German juvenile prison was a price worth paying to save the woman he loved from
being “fried” to death.

According to his testimony, Soering and Haysom spent the rest of the night rehearsing his false
confession. That explained why he knew so much about the crime scene. He had learned these
details from the actual killer.

But contrary to Soering’s and Haysom’s expectations, she was not immediately arrested. 14 months
passed between the night Soering rehearsed his confession (March 31, 1985) and the afternoon he
kept his promise and “took the rap” for Haysom (June 8, 1986). That passage of time explained why
so many details of his false confession were inaccurate.

It was only during the extradition proceedings that Soering learned that Haysom must have had an
accomplice at the crime scene: the person who left the type O blood. He knew that he was not the
person who left that type O blood — but someone did. Consequently, it was the defense’s theory of
the case at trial that Haysom had an accomplice whose identity was not known.

From the trial transcript of June 4, 1990, page 211:
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June 18 and 19, 1990 — A, cont’d.

But, according to Soering’s trial testimony, he was not the person with type O blood at the crime
scene. He was in Washington, D.C., at the time of the murders, attending various movies, cashing a
check and ordering room service at the Marriott Hotel.

From the trial exhibits:

The movie tickets were found in his college dorm room, not Haysom’s.

From the trial transcript of June 19, 1990, page 79:

For more information about the movie tickets, please see the Introduction to this report.
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June 18 and 19, 1990 — B

Regarding the letters that were read to the jury on June 5:

● The letters prove that Haysom hated her parents and that Soering sympathized with her in
this hatred. But that fact fits equally well with both theories of the case:

o Haysom instigated the murders and Soering carried them out, or

o Haysom murdered her parents and Soering covered up her crime.

The letters are disturbing, but they provide no clue at all which one of these two theories is
the correct one. Thus, the letters are actually useless as evidence, at least regarding what
Soering’s role in the crime was.

● The letters were written four months before the murders. Logically, they cannot contain any
clear, definitive statements about which one of the two suspects actually killed Derek and
Nancy Haysom.

● The letters contain passages about “voodoo” and “crushing.” But these passages are not in
any way concrete plans for committing murder.

● The letters do not contain a clear motive. Haysom writes at great length about feeling unfree
and over-controlled. But neither she nor Soering write anything about her parents being
opposed to their relationship. Yet this was supposed to be their motive for murder.

If Derek and Nancy Haysom’s opposition to Haysom’s relationship with Soering was
important enough to kill for, why is this opposition never mentioned in the letters?
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June 18 and 19, 1990 — C

Soering gives the following explanations of the passages from the letters read on June 5:

From Haysom’s letters

There was no evidence of “voodoo” or “black magic” presented by the prosecution. There were
rumors about this in the media, but there is no connection to the actual crime.

From Soering’s letters

This passage is taken out of context. A few lines later, Soering explains that the “ultimate weapon” is
in fact “love.”

There is also no connection between the “dinner scene” in this passage and the crime scene. Clearly,
something happened in the dining room — but it was not a violent struggle since the candles, wine
glass and greeting cards were all still standing.

According to Soering, the “dinner scene” in that passage merely referred to the first time he would
meet Derek and Nancy Haysom. In reality, they met for lunch two months later, in February.
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June 18 and 19, 1990 — C, cont’d.

From Soering’s letters

This passage is taken out of context, too. The letter containing that passage is dated January 10, 1985
— seven days after the last mention of Derek and Nancy Haysom, which occurred in his letter of
January 3, 1985. The very first sentence of the letter explains that it is actually about two articles
about World War II in the magazine Der Spiegel.

The author of one of the articles writes that every man is a potential war criminal. Soering finds this
“overwhelmingly horrible.”

These articles were published on January 3, 1985, and can be found online:

The actual subject of the letter is World War II, not the murder of Derek and Nancy Haysom. It is in
this context that Soering writes about “crushing.” That terminology is one that he borrowed from
George Orwell’s masterpiece 1984.
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June 21, 1990 — A

Jury deliberations begin without jurors having seen or heard important pieces of evidence.

Evidence the jury never saw or heard #1

The psychological profile performed by FBI Special Agent Edward Sulzbach — see April 5, 1985

Psychological profiles are not usually admissible as evidence in a criminal trial. However, the U.S.
Supreme Court precedent Brady v. Maryland requires the prosecution to turn over exculpatory
evidence and information to the defense. FBI Special Agent Sulzbach’s profile was definitely
exculpatory information and thus should have been provided to Soering’s lawyer, but this was not
done. Soering’s post-conviction lawyers only learned of the existence of the profile 21 years after the
trial.

Evidence the jury never saw or heard #2

The original analysis of sock print LR3 — see June 7, 1985

Five years before Robert Hallett testified about sock print LR3 at Soering’s trial, another forensic
examiner, Rick Johnson, submitted a Certificate of Analysis stating that the sock print corresponded
to a size 5 to 6 man’s shoe. Soering wore a size 8 ½ shoe and thus was clearly excluded. Rick Johnson
did not testify at Soering’s trial, so the jury never learned about his analysis.

Evidence the jury never saw or heard #3

The comparison of sock print LR3 to Julian Haysom — see August 29, 1985

Since Rick Johnson did not testify at Soering’s trial, see above, the jury also never learns about his
comparison of sock print LR3 to Julian Haysom’s foot. Julian Haysom could not be eliminated as a
suspect based on the sock print comparison.

Evidence the jury never saw or heard #4

The luminol test of the rental car — see June 25, 1985

The jury heard the testimony of Sylvia Moore, the employee of the car rental agency who said that
the rental car was “spotless” when it was returned — without blood or Coca-Cola stains. But the jury
did not learn that a forensic test had confirmed Moore’s observation: the luminol test performed by
me on June 25, 1985. Juries consider forensic tests to be more objective, reliable and believable than
witness testimony.

The luminol test was mentioned very briefly during Soering’s trial.

From the trial transcript of June 12, 1990, page 22:
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June 21, 1990 — A, cont’d.

What is interesting about this passage in the trial transcript is that the luminol test was mentioned —
but the results of the luminol test were never given to the jury. Also, the person who performed the
test, myself, was never called to testify. Finally, the state forensic lab’s Certificate of Analysis with the
results of the luminol test was never provided to Soering’s attorney, Richard Neaton.

This should have caught Neaton’s attention immediately. He should have noticed that this witness,
Geoff Brown, was testifying about a luminol test for which he (Neaton) had not been given a
Certificate of Analysis.

A better lawyer would have raised an objection immediately and asked for the results of the lab
report for the luminol test. But as noted earlier — see June 1, 1990 — B — Soering’s attorney was
not very good.

Soering’s post-conviction lawyers only learned of the luminol test 23 years after the trial through a
radio interview with Ricky Gardner — see October 30, 2013.
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June 21, 1990 — B

Evidence that supposedly never existed

Haysom’s blood, fingerprints and footprints are all compared to forensic samples from the crime
scene. However, her hair is supposedly never compared to item 11B, the hair in the bloodstained
bathroom sink — see August 12, 1995 — C. The prosecution is not able to explain why this forensic
test was not performed; the following is the only “explanation” ever provided.

From the trial transcript of June 21, 1990, page 180:
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June 21, 1990 — C

Facts the jury could not know #1

Three forensic examiners responsible for wrongful convictions

Four forensic examiners testified at Soering’s trial: Robin Young, Robert Hallett, Mary Jane Burton
and Elmer Gist, Jr.

The first, Robin Young, testified that Soering was excluded as the source of the unidentified
fingerprints at the crime scene. He was not responsible for a wrongful conviction in another case.

The other three all gave testimony that, to some degree, incriminated Soering. All three of these
forensic examiners were later held responsible for wrongful convictions in other cases:

● Robert Hallett was held responsible for the wrongful conviction of Charles Fain.

https://www.virginialawreview.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/1-2.pdf

(see pages 71–72)

https://www.law.umich.edu/special/exoneration/Pages/casedetail.aspx?caseid=3209

● Mary Jane Burton was held responsible for the wrongful conviction of Willie Davidson.

https://www.law.umich.edu/special/exoneration/Pages/casedetail.aspx?caseid=3153

● Elmer Gist, Jr. was held responsible for the wrongful conviction of Ed Honaker.

https://www.law.umich.edu/special/exoneration/Pages/casedetail.aspx?caseid=3304
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Facts the jury could not know #2

Apparent deal between Haysom and prosecutor

Just eight years after receiving a 90-year prison sentence, and only five years after testifying against
Soering, Haysom was granted her first parole hearing. In a highly unusual move, the prosecutor
responsible for both her and Soering’s trial, James W. Updike, gave favorable testimony at her
hearing.

Haysom was “a great assistance” to him and “even outlined the whole case for him,” the prosecutor
said, describing her as “fascinating” and “very charming.”

From “Parole Board denies Haysom early release,” by Carlos Santos, Richmond Times-Dispatch, May
24, 1995:
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June 21, 1990 — D

Side-by-side comparison of the evidence

Jens Soering

Confession
Yes — long and detailed, later repeated
(confession to German prosecutor)

Some details are correct, other details are
incorrect.

Alibi
Tickets are found in his dorm room.

Injuries
Reported by one witness.

Cigarette butts
Non-smoker.

Serology
His blood group O is found.
45% of the population have O.

Shoe print – Item LR2
Excluded — too small.

Hair in bloodstained sink — Item 11B
Excluded.

Incriminating letters
Yes, but his actual role in the killings is never
clearly stated.

Sock print — Item LR3
His sample ink footprint looks similar but is
too long.

Fingerprints
Not found at scene.

Elizabeth Haysom

Confession
Yes — brief and immediately withdrawn,
never repeated.

Her statement “I got off on it”, appears to
match the excessive brutality of the murders.

Alibi
Tells five different stories, none accurate.

Injuries
None reported.

Cigarette butts
Three of her brand found next to doors.

Serology
Her blood group B is found.
10% of the population have B.

Shoe print – Item LR2
Included — her size.

Hair in bloodstained sink — Item 11B
Supposedly never compared.

Incriminating letters
Yes, but her actual role in the killings is never
clearly stated.

Sock print — Item LR3
The sample ink footprint of hers shown to the
jury looks different.

Fingerprints
Found on vodka bottle near her father’s
inebriated body.
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June 21, 1990 — E

Soering is convicted of two counts of first-degree murder and sentenced to two terms of
imprisonment. Judge Sweeney rules that the two life sentences should be served one after the other.

From the trial transcript of September 4, 1990, page 27:
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June 21, 1990 — E

After the trial, juror Jake Bibb says that the jury was initially split six to six and that sock print LR3 was
the decisive piece of evidence that persuaded the jurors of Soering’s guilt.

From the University Journal:

N.B.: In this report, I have tried to stick with the facts. But I find Bibb’s statement so fascinating that I
cannot help but comment on it. He did not consider the confession to be the most important piece
of evidence, as I would have thought. Instead, it was the forensic evidence — “what he left behind”
— that persuaded him of Soering’s guilt. But what exactly did Soering leave behind?
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September 1990

After Jake Bibb’s remarks in a newspaper interview, Soering’s lawyer, Richard A. Neaton, finally
examines all of the footprints and sock prints in Robert Hallett’s file. There, Neaton discovers a
sample ink footprint of Haysom’s that resembles sock print LR3 at least as closely as Soering’s sample
ink footprint.

Hallett chose another sample ink footprint of Haysom’s — one that looked different from LR3. This
created the impression for the jury that Haysom could not have left the sock print. The truth was the
exact opposite: either Soering or Haysom could equally well have left LR3.

This is what Hallett showed the jury:

This is the truth:
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September 1990, cont’d.

Based on the newly discovered footprint of Haysom’s, Richard Neaton files a motion for a new trial.

Judge William Sweeney denies the motion because Neaton used the wrong terminology. In Virginia,
these kinds of motions are called motions to set aside the verdict.

By the time Neaton resubmits the motion using the correct terminology, more than 21 days have
passed since Soering’s sentencing. Now Virginia’s 21-day rule takes effect. The trial court has lost
jurisdiction of the case. Even if he wanted to, Judge Sweeney can no longer consider the new
evidence.
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1990 to 2019 — A

Virginia’s 21-day rule prevents new evidence from ever being considered if the new evidence is found
more than 21 days after sentencing. No other state has such a rule.

This means that none of the new evidence that Soering’s legal team found in the following 29 years
was ever, at any point, considered by any judge.

Virginia’s 21-day rule has been criticized again and again over the decades.

From the Washington Post:

With paywall:

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/virginias-21-day-rule-needs-to-go/2012/11/19/443bfb6
2-3298-11e2-bfd5-e202b6d7b501_story.html

But the Virginia General Assembly will not reform the 21-day rule because “finality of judgment” is
considered especially important in Virginia.
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1990 to 2019 — B

Higher courts are also barred from considering new evidence of innocence.

State appellate courts

State appellate courts only consider procedural errors, never new evidence (except in misdemeanor
cases).

https://www.questlawoffice.com/appealing-a-criminal-conviction-in-virginia/

https://www.greenspunlaw.com/library/criminal-appeals-in-virginia.cfm

Federal constitutional courts

Federal habeas corpus courts have always been barred from considering new evidence of innocence,
as confirmed by Herrera v. Collins, 506 U.S. 390 (1993):

“Thus, claims of actual innocence based on newly discovered evidence have never been held to state
a ground for federal habeas relief.”

https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/506/390/

In 2022, this general rule was extended for state prisoners to new evidence of constitutional
violations.

https://www.findlaw.com/legalblogs/supreme-court/scotus-state-prisoners-have-no-constitutional-ri
ght-to-present-new-evidence-in-federal-court/

Writs of actual innocence

This situation is so clearly unjust that the Virginia General Assembly created two exceptions. Since
2001, prisoners can file so-called “writs of actual innocence” based on new DNA evidence, and since
2004, they can file “writs of actual innocence” based on non-DNA evidence. However:

● Only 13 prisoners have won DNA writs since 2001.

http://vscc.virginia.gov/2020/Virginia%20Post-Conviction%20DNA.pdf
(see page 23)

● Only four prisoners have won non-DNA writs since 2004.

https://www.law.virginia.edu/news/202004/innocence-project-helps-wrongfully-convicted-vi
rginians-have-better-shot-writ-innocence

There have been two attempts to reform the writs, in 2012 and 2020. But, these reforms have not
led to any change in practice by the Virginia courts. It is almost impossible to win writs of actual
innocence.
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February 1, 1991

Richard Neaton obtains an expert affidavit from Prof. Claude Owen Lovejoy, a Kent State University
anthropologist known for his expertise in footprint analysis. Prof. Lovejoy finds that:

● Haysom could have left the LR3 sock print at the crime scene, and

● Soering could not have left another bloody sock print at the crime scene, LR5, that was not
used at his trial.

From the Roanoke Times, February 1, 1991:

A Kent State University anthropologist has concluded that Soering could not have created one
of several bloody sock prints found in Nancy and Derek Haysom's Boonsboro house after the
killings, Neaton said. (…) That particular print - identified at the trial as "LR-5" - was
considered too smudged and blurred for comparison by prosecution witnesses at the trial. (…)

“Lovejoy’s saying he cannot exclude her (Haysom) from having made it (LR3),” Neaton said.
“That’s unlike the impression (prosecution expert Bob) Hallett gave the jury: that Haysom
could not have made it.”

Asked why he had not presented such evidence during Soering’s trial eight months ago,
Neaton said he did not have access to the information. The prosecution only supplied Neaton
with one sample of (Haysom) Haysom’s footprints, Neaton said.

“As we progressed along, we were unable to recognize the significance of Haysom’s other
prints until after the verdict was in,” Neaton said.

In retrospect, he said, he should have gotten an extension on the trial. “Hindsight is always
20-20,” Neaton said. “Had I known then what I do now….”

“We could not have discovered this evidence with the exercise of reasonable diligence at that
time,” he said.

Last September, Neaton filed a similar motion for a new trial based on new evidence, but
Circuit Court Jude William Sweeney refused to set a hearing on the matter and turned down
the request.

Without paywall:

https://scholar.lib.vt.edu/VA-news/ROA-Times/issues/1991/rt9102/910201/02010788.htm

Judge William Sweeney denies Neaton’s motion since it comes long after the 21-day rule’s deadline
— see 1990 to 2019 – A and B.
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April 14, 1995

After Richard Neaton loses his law license — see June 1, 1990 — former Deputy Attorney General
Gail Starling Marshall takes Soering’s case.

She obtains an expert affidavit from Russell W. Johnson, a fully qualified impressions analyst from the
New Jersey State Police. He finds that:

● sock print LR3 “should never have been used” as evidence because it is too smeared.

● Robert Hallett should not have compared sample bare footprints with the sock-covered print
at the crime scene.

N.B.: This point is consistently overlooked in discussions of the sock print. Hallett compared
two unequal items, sock and footprints. The presence of a sock distorts the natural position
of the toes. Hallett should have compared apples with apples, not apples with oranges.

● Hallett’s overlay and testimony about sock print LR3 were “very misleading.”

● “The Soering print is long(er) than the crime scene print.”

● “The crime scene print matches in size only with Ms. Haysom’s print.”

From Russell Johnson’s affidavit:
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June 26, 1990

Immediately after the trial, juror Jake Bibb gave an interview in which he emphasized the importance
of the sock print in jury deliberations — see June 21, 1990 — E. Now, five years later, he confirms the
accuracy of his previous comments and expands upon them.

From Jake Bibb’s affidavit:
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November 27, 1995

In addition to the affidavit from Russell W. Johnson, Gail Starling Marshall obtains an expert affidavit
from Frederick E. Webb, an FBI Special Agent at the FBI Crime Lab and fully qualified impressions
analyst. He finds that:

● Sock print LR3 is so “indistinct” that it could have been left “any other individual with a print
of the same approximate length”; this includes, specifically, Haysom’s half-brother Julian
Haysom — see August 29, 1985;

● Hallett’s overlay is “quite misleading” and

● “(T)he overlay purports to show a precision that simply does not exist.”

From Frederick Webb’s affidavit:

Because of the 21-day rule, Gail Starling Marshall cannot present either of these affidavits to the
courts as new evidence of innocence. Instead, she is forced to make the argument that these
affidavits prove Richard Neaton’s incompetence — see June 1, 1990. He should have found experts
like Johnson and Webb and called them as witnesses at Soering’s trial. According to Marshall, the
fact that Neaton failed to do so was a violation of the U.S. Constitution under the Strickland v.
Washington precedent.

All state and federal courts reject this argument. In their view, Neaton made no significant mistakes.
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December 9, 1996

Gail Starling Marshall presents evidence about two alternate suspects, William Shifflett and Robert
Albright, at a habeas corpus evidentiary hearing.

A few days after the Haysom murders, George Anderson, a Bedford County Sheriff’s Deputy, stopped
two vagrants, Shifflett and Albright, near the Haysom residence. They told him they had visited a girl
in Lynchburg. At the end of his shift, Anderson found a buck knife in the back of his police car, which,
in his opinion, Shifflett and Albright had left there. A few days later, they killed a man in Roanoke in a
manner similar to the Haysom murders: multiple stab wounds and mutilation.

As with the expert affidavits from Russell Johnson and Frederick Webb, Gail Starling Marshall cannot
present these alternate suspects to the courts as new evidence of innocence. She is forced to make
the argument that the prosecution’s failure to inform the defense about Shifflett and Albright was a
violation of the U.S. Constitution under the Brady v. Maryland precedent.

The Virginia Supreme Court orders the hearing to be held in front of Judge William Sweeney. Like
Neaton, Marshall files a motion asking the judge to step aside, and again he refuses.

From the Roanoke Times, September 18, 1996:

https://scholar.lib.vt.edu/VA-news/ROA-Times/issues/1996/rt9609/960918/09180083.htm

Judge Sweeney rules that, indeed, the prosecution should have turned over evidence about these
alternate suspects to the defense prior to trial. But in his opinion, this evidence would not have led
to a different verdict (hung jury or acquittal), so no constitutional violation occurred.

Sweeney’s ruling is upheld by all subsequent courts.

From the Free Lance-Star, February 28, 1998:
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March 2009

The Virginia Law Review publishes “Invalid Forensic Science Testimony and Wrongful Convictions” by
Prof. Brandon L. Garrett and Peter J. Neufeld. This becomes the landmark study on “junk science,”
the misuse of pseudo-scientific forensics in criminal trials.

From the Virginia Law Review:

https://www.virginialawreview.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/1-2.pdf

According to Garrett and Neufeld, most forensic “sciences” are actually unscientific because they lack
any statistical basis. A forensic analyst can compare a bite mark from a crime scene with a bite mark
from a suspect, and there may be some similarities. But, the forensic analyst has no statistically
validated database showing how often such similarities occur randomly, by chance. Only DNA
analysis and fingerprint comparisons are truly scientific because they are statistically validated.

On pages 71 and 72 of the report, Garrett and Neufeld discuss the wrongful conviction of Charles
Fain, who spent 17 years on death row before being exonerated.

From the National Registry of Exonerations:

https://www.law.umich.edu/special/exoneration/Pages/casedetail.aspx?caseid=3209

Fain was wrongfully convicted on the basis of false testimony by Robert Hallett — see June 4, 1990,
and June 13, 1990 — B.

Garrett provided Soering’s lawyers excerpts from the trial transcript of Charles Fain, showing that
Hallett used the same methods in that case as in Soering’s: an overlay with red arrows and testimony
about a “double hit” to explain away an obvious difference in length:
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September 24, 2009

In the early 2000s, it was discovered that forensic examiner Mary Jane Burton — see August 12,
1985; June 12 and 13, 1990; and June 21, 1990 – C — had placed certain items of forensic evidence
in her case files without informing her superiors. DNA tests of biological material in three of these
files led to the exonerations of Marvin L. Anderson, Julius E. Ruffin and Arthur L. Whitfield.

In 2005, Governor Mark R. Warner ordered all files from 1973 to 1988 to be searched for items that
could be subjected to DNA testing. Of the 534,000 files examined, 860 contained biological material
that could be tested. This testing was performed without prisoners having to file a request.

From the Virginia State Crime Commission’s final report:

http://vscc.virginia.gov/2020/Virginia%20Post-Conviction%20DNA.pdf

On September 24, 2009, the Department of Forensic Science issues a Certificate of Analysis for the
Haysom/Soering case:

● Forty-two biological items were DNA-tested.

● Thirty-one items yielded no results because the biological items were not properly stored
and thus had deteriorated.

● Eleven items could be successfully tested. Both Soering and Haysom are excluded as a source
of all eleven items. There is no DNA evidence linking either one of them to the crime scene.
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September 24, 1990, cont’d.

Theoretically, Soering could file a “writ of actual innocence” on the basis of these DNA test results —
see 1990 to 2019 — B. But, the DNA test results do not prove his “actual innocence” as defined
under Code of Virginia §19.2-327.1.

On the one hand, Soering’s DNA was not found in the eleven biological samples that were
successfully tested. But he could have still been at the crime scene and left no blood.
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March 13, 2011

A new member of Soering’s legal team, attorney Gail A. Ball, obtains an affidavit from Tony
Buchanan, a mechanic in Bedford County. He claims that, about two months after the Haysom
murders, a Chevrolet Nova was brought into his transmission repair shop. It looked like it had been
left in the woods for a while. In the footwell of the car, Buchanan found a hunting knife with a large
quantity of blood on the knife and on the floormat. He assumed the knife and blood had to do with
deer hunting.

Later that day, a young couple came to his repair shop: Haysom and a man who was definitely not
Soering. The young couple remained at the shop for 30 minutes because Haysom had to call
someone in Florida to get help with her credit card. During this time, Buchanan was able to observe
both her and the man closely.

Years later, when he saw a photograph of Soering in a newspaper, Buchanan realized that Soering
was not the man who was with Haysom on that day. He then read in a newspaper article that
Haysom’s uncle, Risque Benedict, lived in Florida — see February 7, 1990.

Buchanan tried to report this incident to Ricky at the Sheriff’s Department, but Ricky dismissed
Buchanan’s story. He also reported it to Judge William Sweeney at a meeting of the Airborne
Association, where Sweeney was a speaker one night. According to Buchanan, Sweeney said, “He
(i.e., Soering) might not have been the one who killed him, but he might have been there because of
the footprint.” (Buchanan affidavit, page 13). In subsequent newspaper articles, both Ricky and
Sweeney denied Buchanan’s allegations.

From WSET, March 25, 2011:

https://wset.com/archive/new-witness-in-soering-case

From Buchanan affidavit, page 27:

Theoretically, Soering could file a “writ of actual innocence” on the basis of the Buchanan affidavit —
see 1990 to 2019 — B. But again, the Buchanan affidavit does not prove Soering’s “actual innocence”
as defined under Code of Virginia §19.2-327.1. Soering could still have committed the crime —
maybe together with the young man who came to Buchanan’s repair shop with Haysom.
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June 16, 2011

“On the case with Paula Zahn” airs an episode called “A Murder at Loose Chippings.” This contains an
interview with me — see April 4, 1985 — A. In this interview, I mention the existence of an FBI
psychological profile — see April 5, 1985. This is the first time that Soering’s legal team hears of this
document.

From IMDB:

The Brady v. Maryland precedent requires the prosecution to turn over to the defense not just
exculpatory evidence but also exculpatory information like the FBI psychological profile — see June
21, 1990 — A. The prosecution’s failure to do so violated Soering’s constitutional rights.

But Soering’s legal team cannot file a habeas corpus petition because, under a federal law called
AEDPA, prisoners are limited to only one habeas corpus petition. If new evidence of a constitutional
violation is discovered later, the prisoner is just out of luck — much like the 21-day rule.

Soering’s habeas corpus petition ended in 2001. The discovery of the FBI profile came ten years too
late.
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July 6, 2011

German public television airs a documentary about the Soering case in its “ZDF Zoom” series. In the
episode entitled “No mercy for prisoner 179212?” Ricky admits that sock print LR3 does not really
prove Soering’s guilt, after all — it is merely “a piece of the puzzle,” nothing more.

https://www.zdf.de/dokumentation/zdfzoom/keine-gnade-fuer-haeftling-179212-102.html

Gail Starling Marshall:

Ricky Gardner:

Any reputable forensic analyst will tell
you that (Robert Hallett’s overlay) is
hogwash. Well, dermal ridges is the
way you go about identifying

fingerprints and footprints. All you can
tell by this (sock print) is
approximately the size, and you can’t
even tell that because they were
slipping in the blood. I had absolutely
no trouble finding reputable people
who had been in finger and foot
analysis with the FBI for twenty years
who would destroy this in a minute.
Unfortunately, Soering’s lawyer did
not hire an expert to toss this out.

She’s absolutely right. She is. But
nobody ever said that was Jens
Soering’s footprint. Did you hear me
say that? I didn’t say that. All I said it
was similar. We didn’t need him to say
that it was Jens Soering’s footprint. All
we had to do was (to) put this over
that.

Ricky’s statement (“nobody ever said that was Jens Soering’s footprint”) is untrue — see June 13,
1990. In his closing arguments to the jury, the prosecutor correctly summarized Hallett’s testimony:
“(Y)ou can see what Bob Hallett did concerning designating this as his,” “it matches and it fits like a
glove.”
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October 30, 2013

Virginia public radio station “WVTF / Radio iQ” airs an interview with Ricky in which he mentions the
luminol test of the rental car — see June 25, 1985 — A.

From “Jens Soering: New Turns in Infamous Virginia Case,” by Sandy Hausman, WVTF/Radio iQ,
October 30, 2013:

https://www.wvtf.org/law-crime/2013-10-30/Soering-soering-new-turns-in-infamous-virginia-case

Like the FBI psychological profile, the luminol test is clearly exculpatory evidence that the
prosecution was required to disclose to the defense under the Brady v. Maryland precedent. As
noted earlier — see June 21, 1990 — A — one witness at Soering’s trial briefly mentioned that a
luminol test had been performed. But Soering’s attorney, Richard Neaton, was never provided a copy
of the state lab’s report with the results of the luminol test. As a result, the jury never learned that
the luminol test had found no trace of blood in the rental car.

But, again, Soering’s legal team cannot file a habeas corpus petition on these grounds because
Soering is entitled to only one such petition — and that ended in 2001. The discovery of the luminol
test came 13 years too late.
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June 24, 2016

The documentary film “The promise / Killing for love” premieres at the Munich Film Festival.

From CINE-VUE, January 13, 2017:

https://cine-vue.com/2017/01/film-review-the-promise.html

This film contains an interview with FBI Special Agent Edward F. Sulzbach — see April 5, 1985. He
confirms that he definitely performed a psychological profile of the Haysom murders and adds, “I
settled on the daughter” as the most likely killer.

From “The promise,” a film by Marcus Vetter and Karin Steinberger, SWR-Arte-BR-BBC:
FBI Special Agent Edward F. Sulzbach

The film also contains a scene in which I take a telephone call from Ricky:

Ricky: Chuck, we never did an FBI profile.

Me: Yes, we did.

Ricky: No, we didn’t.

Me: It was Ed Sulzbach. See, that’s how I got to know Ed.

Ricky: Now they (the filmmakers) are trying to make a big deal. And I told them, I said,
“Chuck misspoke, we never did…” Chuck, if we’d have done one of those
(profiles), that would have been exculpatory evidence.

Me: To be honest with you, I have a copy of some old field reports.

Ricky: But obviously, there was nothing mentioned in there…

Me: The profile? Yeah, it’s in there. It’s stating that Special Agent Ed Sulzbach did this
psychological profile and came back to a female acquaintance.
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July 21, 2016

After a five-month review of all documents and tapes, Dr. Andrew Griffiths submits a 21-page
analysis of Soering’s interrogation from June 5 to 8, 1986. Dr. Griffiths served for 30 years with the UK
police, ending with the rank of Detective Superintendent – Head of Intelligence and Crime
Operations.

● Dr. Griffiths criticizes Ricky for not having a questioning mindset and simply accepting
Soering’s confession. Ricky never challenged him on the obvious contradictions between his
story and the crime scene evidence.

● Dr. Griffiths also criticizes the British officers, Detective Sergeant Kenneth Beever and
Detective Constable Terry Wright, for violating Soering’s rights under the PACE Act of 1986
(the UK equivalent of Miranda rights).

● Dr. Griffiths notes that according to the latest research*, the leading motive for teenagers to
give false confessions is to protect someone else. This is the motive that Soering provided at
his trial for the confession he gave in London. He was 19 years old at the time.

*Dr. Gisli H. Gudjonsson (Institute of Psychiatry, King’s College, London, UK), The
Psychology of Interrogations and Confessions: A Handbook, Chichester: John Wiley
& Sons, Ltd., 2003, page 177.

● In his conclusion, Dr. Griffith writes:

Dr. Griffiths’ analysis of the documents and tapes from Soering’s interrogation is not considered “new
evidence” under Code of Virginia §19.2-327.1, so Soering’s attorneys cannot use this as the basis for
a writ of actual innocence.
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July 24, 2016

On September 24, 2009, Soering received the Certificate of Analysis with the DNA test results. This
lab report does not provide the blood groups of each of the samples tested. Those can only be found
in the serology report: the Certificate of Analysis submitted by Mary Jane Burton on August 12, 1985.

Soering’s habeas corpus petition ended in 2001. Afterwards, he sent his entire file to friends in the
United States, and they sent the file to friends in Germany a few years later. So when Soering
received the DNA test results in 2009, he no longer had access to the serology test results of 1985.

By 2009, 19 years had passed since his trial. Soering no longer remembered the item numbers of the
samples belonging to blood group O, his blood group. But he remembered the testimony of Elmer
Gist, Jr. — see June 8, 1989. He had filed a lab report in 1989 and then repeated his findings at
Soering’s trial in 1990, that the five samples belonging to blood group O had been “consumed during
previous serological examinations; thus, no DNA analysis is possible.”

Soering and his legal team trusted Gist’s statements, given under oath both in his lab report and at
Soering’s trial. As a result, they all assumed that the DNA tests performed in 2009 could not possibly
include the five samples belonging to blood group O. They no longer existed, according to Gist.

That is the reason why Soering’s legal team never requested DNA testing between 1990 and 2009.
One cannot file a request to test blood samples that were “consumed during previous serological
examinations; thus, no DNA analysis is possible.”

_____

On July 24, 2016, Soering’s new lawyer, Steven D. Rosenfield, and Soering finally have an opportunity
to compare the two lab reports. They discover that Gist had lied: the five type O blood samples were
among those DNA-tested in 2009. And two of the five type O blood samples were tested successfully:
2FE and 6FE.

From the Washington Post, March 9, 2017:
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July 24, 2016, cont’d.

With paywall:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/magazine/in-1985-a-gruesome-double-murder-rocked-vi
rginia-was-the-wrong-man-convicted/2017/03/07/44c60742-e8b2-11e6-80c2-30e57e57e05d_story.
html

Without paywall:
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/in-1985-a-gruesome-double-murder-rocked-the-us-what-if-the-w
rong-man-was-convicted/MOIPAHMHO6JFE2KWENQULYNFKE/

From the 1985 serology tests:

From the 2009 DNA tests:

This means that an unknown man bled at the crime scene. A man with the same blood group as
Soering — 45% of the population have blood group O — but different DNA.

____

But again, these DNA test results do not prove “actual innocence” under Code of Virginia
§19.2-327.1. Soering is excluded from two of the five samples of type O blood, but it is possible that
he committed the crime with another man — and it was that man’s DNA that was found in items 2FE
and 6FE. Maybe this other man is the one that Tony Buchanan saw with Haysom when they visited
his repair shop — see March 25, 2011.

Because a writ of actual innocence based on the DNA tests cannot succeed, Soering’s attorney,
Steven D. Rosenfield, files a petition for an absolute pardon on August 26, 2016.
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September 11, 2016 — A

About three weeks after Steven D. Rosenfield files a petition for an absolute pardon, the Richmond
Times-Dispatch publishes an interview with Betty Layne DesPortes, an attorney specializing in
forensic evidence. She claims that the samples at issue may have been contaminated or mixed. If
true, the results are not necessarily reliable.

From the Richmond Times-Dispatch:

https://richmond.com/news/local/crime/ex-girlfriend-Soering-soering-killed-her-parents-because-m
om-had-sexually-abused-her/article_5b0a3614-33fa-5304-af0c-381fc5640a61.html

DesPortes’ argument is difficult to understand for two reasons:

● Even if the samples were mixed, the fact remains that Soering’s DNA is not part of the
mixture. He remains excluded. What does it matter if there is a mixture, as long as his DNA is
not part of it?

● DesPortes overlooks the legal impact of the DNA test results:

o At Soering’s trial, the prosecutor told the jury twenty-six times that type O blood was
found at the crime scene and that Soering was the only possible source of that blood
— see February 8, 1990.

o In view of the new DNA test results, excluding Soering as a possible source of the
type O blood, the prosecutor could no longer make that statement. An important
part of his case would be missing if the trial were held today.

o In fact, if he were honest, the prosecutor would have to tell the jury twenty-six times
that Soering is “eliminated as contributor” of the type O blood. Would a new jury still
convict Soering if they heard that twenty-six times?
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September 11, 2016 — B

Haysom gives an interview in which she admits committing perjury at Soering’s trial and invents a
new motive for the murders.

In the interview, she continues to insist that Soering committed the crime but admits lying during his
trial about being sexually abused by her mother. On the witness stand in 1990, Haysom denied the
abuse, but now she says she is ready to admit the truth: her mother had abused her.

From the Richmond Times-Dispatch:

https://richmond.com/news/local/crime/ex-girlfriend-Soering-soering-killed-her-parents-because-m
om-had-sexually-abused-her/article_5b0a3614-33fa-5304-af0c-381fc5640a61.html

For comparison, see October 5 and 6, 1987, and June 13 and 14, 1990, Inconsistency #15.

In the interview, Haysom also invents a new motive for the murders: eight years of sexual abuse. At
Soering’s trial, the alleged motive was her parents’ supposed opposition to her relationship with
Soering. But “she now says that sexual abuse was the real motive for the savage murders” see above.

If the jury had heard that, the verdict may well have been different. Sexual abuse is a motive for
Haysom to kill her parents, not Soering. She was the victim, not he.

If Haysom’s allegations of sexual abuse are true, they would explain the “overkill” — the excessive
brutality of the crime. Sexual abuse as a motive may also explain her choice of words in her
confession, “I got off on it” — see June 8, 1986.

____

Haysom’s admission that she committed perjury at Soering’s trial undermines the credibility of a key
prosecution witness. But that, by itself, is not “new evidence” proving “actual innocence” under Code
of Virginia §19.2-327.1.
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May 1, August 21 and September 14, 2017

To address the questions raised by Betty Layne DesPortes — see September 11, 2016 — A —
Soering’s attorney, Steven D. Rosenfield, finds two DNA scientists willing to examine the serology and
DNA evidence pro bono:

● Dr. Moses S. Schanfield — Professor and Chair, Department of Forensic Sciences and
Anthropology, George Washington University, Washington, D.C.

● Dr. J. Thomas McClintock — Professor and Director, Forensic Science Program, Liberty
University, Lynchburg.

They each spend over 100 hours working on the case and reach identical conclusions:

● The samples at issue were not mixed and have only one contributor.

● Even in 1985, Mary Jane Burton was able to identify mixtures. She found one mixture, item
13K, and testified about it at trial: Trial transcript, June 12, 1990, page 156. She found no
mixtures in the relevant samples.

● In addition to the unidentified man with type O blood and a different DNA profile than
Soering’s, Drs. Schanfield and McClintock determine that a second unidentified man left
blood at the crime scene: a man with AB blood and a different genetic profile than Soering’s.

From ABC13 News, October 27, 2017:

https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?ref=watch_permalink&v=10155180691422428

(Dr. Schanfield is introduced at minute 7.)

From WINA, October 27, 2017:

https://wina.com/news/064460-advocates-trying-to-free-Soering-soering-present-dna-evidence-que
stion-police-interrogation/

From C’ville Weekly, September 28, 2017:

https://www.c-ville.com/soering/#.Wc1XFHrTWhA

As before, Dr. Schanfield’s and Dr. McClintock’s analyses do not prove “actual innocence” under Code
of Virginia §19.2-327.1. It is possible that Soering committed the crime along with two other men
who both left their blood at the crime scene.

_____

After Soering’s return to Germany, Drs. Schanfield and McClintock are attacked by Soering’s critics as
“paid experts,” suggesting that they accepted money for lying on Soering’s behalf. This is ridiculous;
Soering was in prison at the time Drs. Schanfield and McClintock wrote their reports, so he did not
have the financial means to bribe them. The truth is that each of them received a one-time symbolic
payment of approx. $200 to establish a professional relationship with Soering’s attorney. This is
common practice with expert witnesses in criminal proceedings.
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May 1, August 21 and September 14, 2017, cont’d.

Summary of Serology and DNA findings

Item 6FE (Item 2FE not shown)

Male type O blood, different DNA profile than Soering

Item 23K#1 (Item 7FE#1 not shown)

Male type AB blood, different DNA profile than Soering
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March 16, 2018

I receive an email from Sandra T., a volunteer at the homeless shelter where William Shifflett and
Robert Albright stayed shortly before killing another homeless man in 1985 — see December 9,
1996. This email eventually leads to the discovery of police reports by the Roanoke City Police
Department that show a possible connection between Shifflett and Albright and the Haysom
double-murder.

From the Roanoke Police Department Supplementary Report of April 11, 1985, pages 1 and 2:

Miss Sandra T, Volunteer at RAFT, advised she noticed one unusual thing about Shifflett and
Albright. They read the Roanoke Times (Sunday or Monday issue) at the RAFT. The only
article they read with great interest was the Boonsboro Double Murder. They then put the
paper down.
…
They attentively watched the segment on the Roanoke murder, making comments like, “he
must have lots of money to live in a hotel, and it was probably his time to ‘go’ anyway.” They
made similar comments about the double murder in Boonsboro.
…
Contact was made with Sgt. Mayhew / Bedford Co. Sheriff’s Office and also Lt. Shields,
Roanoke City P.D., reference this information on 4-10-85.

These police reports are clearly “exculpatory evidence” under the Brady v. Maryland precedent. The
prosecution was aware of them since the Roanoke City P.D. contacted the Bedford County Sheriff’s
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March 16, 2018, cont’d.

Office. The prosecution was required to turn these police reports over to Soering’s attorney prior to
trial, and its failure to do so violated Soering’s constitutional rights.

But under AEDPA, Soering is entitled to only one habeas corpus petition. Since his habeas corpus
proceedings ended in 2001, he cannot file another one now; the discovery of these police reports
came 17 years too late.

____

Later, Shifflett and Albright are eliminated as sources of the DNA left at the crime scene — see May
1, August 21 and September 14, 2017. Their fingerprints also do not match the unidentified
fingerprints at the crime scene — see February 13, 1990. There is no forensic evidence connecting
them to the crime scene.

But of course, the same is true of Soering, too.
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April 9, 2018

The current Sheriff of Albemarle County, Virginia, J.E. “Chip” Harding, holds a press conference at
which FBI Special Agent (ret.) Stanley J. Lapekas presents the FBI file on the Haysom murders — see
April 3, 1985. The FBI file does not contain the psychological profile, but it does contain other
documents referring to the profile and summarizing its conclusions — see April 5, 1985.

From “Retired FBI Agent Says Soering Should Be Freed,” by Sandy Hausman, WVTF/RadioiQ, April 11,
2018:

https://www.wvtf.org/news/2018-04-11/retired-fbi-agent-says-soering-should-be-freed

From Lapekas’ letter to Governor Ralph S. Northam of April 2, 2018:
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April 9, 2018, cont’d.
_____

At the press conference, Lapekas also offered his opinion on Hallett’s sock print comparison.

From “Retired FBI Agent…,” WVTF/RadioiQ:

____

The discovery of the FBI file is not “new evidence” in the sense of Code of Virginia §19.2-327.1
because the psychological profile itself was not found in the file — only documents referring to it.
Also, profiles are usually not admissible as evidence in court. As a result, Soering cannot file a writ of
actual innocence on this basis.

Under the Brady v. Maryland precedent, the prosecution was required to turn over the psychological
profile to Soering’s attorneys prior to trial because such documents are definitely “exculpatory
information.” But under AEDPA, Soering is limited to only one habeas corpus proceeding, so he
cannot file a habeas corpus petition on this basis.

____

After Soering’s return to Germany, he is accused by his critics of distributing “media packs” with
distorted information about his case. One example of this practice was supposed to be the
information provided to the media at the press conference of April 9, 2018.

But the document-collection for this press conference was not distributed by Soering; it was
distributed by the Albemarle County Sheriff’s Office. The table of contents can still be found on the
sheriff’s office website:

https://www.albemarleso.org/press-releasemedia

The documents provided to the media are accurate and complete, except for the redaction of the
names of some suspects who were later eliminated. But the redaction of these names was not
performed by Soering, his attorneys or friends, but by the FBI — before the documents were turned
over to Lapekas. This is standard procedure in FOIA request document releases to protect the privacy
of innocent persons
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July 11, 2018

Charlottesville Police Department Detective Sergeant (ret.) Richard A. Hudson submits a report to
Governor Ralph S. Northam. Hudson is a former colleague of Albemarle County Sheriff J.E. “Chip”
Harding. In his letter, he describes finding a new piece of evidence in old crime scene photographs: a
second shoe print with a different treadwear pattern than the shoe prints known so far — see April
8, 1985. Every other investigator had overlooked this shoe print for 33 years.

From Hudson’s letter to Harding, page 2:
(Please note that the photographs have been digitally enhanced, hence the silver coloring.)

Neither of these shoe prints could have been left by Derek and Nancy Haysom.

From Hudson’s letter to Northam, page 3:
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July 11, 2018, cont’d.

From Hudson’s letter to Northam, pages 3 and 4:

From “Retired Detective Raises New Doubts About Soering Conviction,” WVTF/RadioiQ, October 31,
2018:

https://www.wvtf.org/news/2018-10-31/retired-detective-raises-new-doubts-about-soering-convicti
on

_____

Like Dr. Schanfield’s and Dr. McClintock’s analyses of the serology and DNA evidence, the second
shoe print does not prove “actual innocence” under Code of Virginia §19.2-327.1. It is possible that
Soering committed the crime along with one or two other men who both left their shoe and sock
prints at the crime scene.
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July 12, 2018

Albemarle County Sheriff J.E. “Chip” Harding submits a report to Governor Ralph S. Northam about
his investigation of Donald Harrington, the witness who claims to have seen injuries on Soering at the
Haysoms’ funeral service and reported this to investigators approx. ten days later. Harding finds three
new witnesses regarding this matter: Dr. J., Attorney B. and me.

Dr. J

From Harding’s letter to Northam, page 2:

N.B.: The “alibi” that Sheriff Harding mentions above is a three-page handwritten document created
by Christine Kim, Haysom’s college roommate — see June 15, 1990. It purports to describe Soering’s
and Haysom’s activities from March 29 to April 3, 1985, and is commonly called the “alibi timeline.”

In her stipulated testimony during Soering’s trial, Kim testified that she could not remember who
dictated the “alibi timeline” to her: Haysom alone or Haysom and Soering together. Surprisingly, the
court accepted this improbable testimony.

Attorney B

From Harding’s letter to Northam, pages 2 and 3:
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July 12, 2018, cont’d.

Myself

I was not allowed to enter the courtroom during Soering’s trial in 1990, so I was unaware of
Harrington’s testimony until questioned by Harding in 2018.

From Harding’s letter to Northam, page 2:

…

From Harding’s Brief to Northam, page 3:

_____

Dr. J’s, Attorney B’s, and my statements about Donald Harrington undermine the credibility of a key
prosecution witness. But that, by itself, is not “new evidence” proving “actual innocence” under Code
of Virginia §19.2-327.1.
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November 25, 2019

Virginia Parole Board Chairperson Adrienne L. Bennett announces that Soering and Haysom will both
be released on parole. Soering’s petition for an absolute pardon is turned down because it is
“without merit.”

Personal photo:

From USA Today:

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2019/11/26/Soering-soering-Haysom-haysom-grante
d-parole-virginia-killings/4306744002/

Bennett gives the following reasons for Soering’s and Haysom’s release:

● their age at the time of the crime

● the length of time served already (33 years)

● their lack of dangerousness

● cost-savings to Virginia taxpayers

Can these reasons really be true?

Age at time of crime

According to Statista, most murderers are young when they commit their crimes. Soering and
Haysom are no different in that regard. Why should they be released just because they — like most
others — were young when they broke the law?

https://www.statista.com/statistics/251884/murder-offenders-in-the-us-by-age/
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November 25, 2019, cont’d.

Length of time served

According to the Justice Policy Institute, Virginia shows no mercy when it comes to making prisoners
serve very long sentences. Soering was sentenced to not just one but two life sentences. Also, Judge
Sweeney ordered him to serve one after the other — see June 21, 1990 — E. Why should the length
of time served lead to his release when over 4,000 other “lifers” remain in prison?

https://justicepolicy.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/VA-Second-Look-02-04-2022.pdf

Lack of dangerousness

According to the Brennan Center, 25% of prisoners are incarcerated for nonviolent crimes. Would it
not be much safer to release them instead of two prisoners convicted of a brutal double murder?

https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/research-reports/how-many-americans-are-unnecessarily
-incarcerated

Cost savings to taxpayers

According to the Vera Institute, each prison inmate costs Virginia taxpayers just $21,299 per year.
What is more important: saving a little money or keeping two dangerous killers behind bars?

https://www.vera.org/publications/price-of-prisons-2015-state-spending-trends/price-of-prisons-201
5-state-spending-trends/price-of-prisons-2015-state-spending-trends-prison-spending

_____

Special factors regarding Soering’s dangerousness

According to the USA Today article above, Soering was denied parole 14 times, always because of the
“serious nature and circumstances of the crime.” The “serious nature and circumstances of the
crime” did not change between 2018 (his last previous parole hearing) and 2019.

Bennett said that Soering’s petition for an absolute pardon was “without merit.” In other words, his
claim of innocence is a lie. That makes Soering an unrepentant double murderer who

● refuses to accept responsibility for his awful crime,

● wrongly blames Haysom for killing her parents herself, when in fact she was only an
accomplice,

● manipulates lawyers (Marshall, Ball, Rosenfield), police officers (Griffiths, Harding, Lapekas
and me) and scientists (Schanfield, McClintock) into spreading his false claim of innocence,

● wasted the governor’s and parole board’s time with a petition for a pardon that required a
three-and-a-half-year investigation — even though he knew all along that he is guilty.

These four factors make Soering an especially dangerous person. But on the same day that Bennet
makes this determination, she also decides to release Soering. How can that be?
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August 8, 2022

After Soering returns to Germany on December 17, 2019, a cottage industry of critics comes into
existence that claims to have discovered the truth:

● Soering is “doubtlessly guilty” (in German: “zweifelsfrei schuldig”).

● Soering manipulated the German media by appealing to anti-American left-wing German
journalists.

● From prison, Soering led a “personality cult” that persuaded its hapless members — incl.
former German President Christian Wulff and former Canadian Justice Minister Irwin Cotler
— into spreading his lies.

These critics have three main claims:

● All appellate courts rejected Soering’s claims of innocence.

This is true — but as explained above, Soering was never able to bring any of the new
evidence of innocence to court. Appellate courts deal only with procedural errors, and
federal habeas courts deal with constitutional errors. New evidence of innocence cannot be
introduced anywhere.

● Soering knew details about the crime scene that only the real killer would know.

This is true — but Soering claims he learned these details from the real killer, Haysom, when
they practiced his false confession in the early morning hours of March 31, 1985 — see June
18 and 19, 1990. Soering knew many correct details about the crime scene, but his
confession also contains many mistakes the real killer would not have made.

● The blood samples whose DNA excludes him as a source were contaminated or mixed with
Derek Haysom’s DNA.

Even if that were true, that would simply mean that someone with type O blood left his
blood at the crime scene. But 45% of the population have that blood type, so this would not
prove Soering’s guilt at all.

Both Prof. Moses S. Schanfield and Prof. J. Thomas McClintock determined that the relevant
blood samples (both male type O and male type AB) were not contaminated or mixed — see
May 1, August 21 and September 14, 2017. They determined that the relevant samples had
only one source. As noted earlier, Soering’s critics attempted to undermine this finding by
suggesting that Soering bribed Drs. Schanfield and McClintock.

_____

To further corroborate that the samples were not mixed or contaminated, Soering asks Dr.
McClintock to examine the raw data from the DNA tests. (Dr. Schanfield had meanwhile died.) He
does so on August 1, 2022, in the presence of a forensic examiner from the Department of Forensic
Sciences.
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August 8, 2022, cont’d.

Dr. McClintock concludes that the samples at issue were not contaminated or mixed. He sets down
his findings in a formal report dated August 8, 2022.

From Dr. McClintock’s report, page 2:

Dr. McClintock’s report conclusively proves that two other men left their blood at the crime scene,
and Soering did not. But that does not constitute proof of “absolute innocence” in the sense of Code
of Virginia §19.2-327.1 because Soering could still have been at the crime scene with these two other
men. At his trial, he claimed he wanted to protect Haysom with his false confession. Maybe this was
a lie; maybe he wanted to protect his two male accomplices.
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Appendix 1

The Terry Wright Report

1

Background — Terry Wright

After Soering’s return to Germany, one of the British officers assisting Ricky in his interrogation of
Soering, Terry Wright, released a report on the Haysom murder case. The report presents itself as a
detailed examination of the evidence by an investigator who worked on the case himself. German
media picked up on this self-representation: “Britons are also convinced of Soering’s guilt —
454-page report from Scotland Yard,” the BILD newspaper announced on December 18, 2019.

But Scotland Yard had nothing to do with the report. It is the work of a retired investigator writing as
a private citizen. The same is true of this report: I am writing as a private citizen.

When reading Wright’s report, it is important to remember several basic facts:

● Wright was never assigned to the Haysom case. He was a British police officer, and the
double-murder of the Haysoms occurred in the United States, so Wright lacked jurisdiction to
work on the case. He and his supervisor, Kenneth Beever, were only responsible for the check
fraud committed by Soering and Haysom in London.

● Wright’s role during the interrogations of June 5 to 8, 1986, was to assist Ricky, nothing
more. At Soering's trial, Ricky testified that it was exclusively his case, his investigation —
definitely not Wright's and Beever's. (Trial transcript, June 7, page 140, cited in my report)

● Wright’s work on the case as Ricky’s assistant lasted just four days: June 5 to 8, 1986. His
involvement was very limited, as he admits himself. In the “Bonus Material” of the podcast
“The Soering System,” Wright says at minute 5:59,

“I was never involved in the forensics in the 1980s. That had all been done in
America, before I got involved. A lot of the stuff that went on I was not a party to,
because I was a witness. In the last few months, after the report (i.e., his own) was
published, I’ve taken a very close look.”

https://www.bookbeat.de/buch/das-system-soring-657027

● Wright is entitled to his opinion. But it is only his opinion, nothing more. And as he wrote
himself, on page 418 of his report:

“Offering an opinion on a case as complex as this one with only a little amount of
knowledge is foolhardy at best.”

● Wright cannot produce a single new piece of evidence against Soering in any of the 454
pages of his report. He analyzes the old evidence — the evidence I gathered during my seven
months as Senior Investigator — and he criticizes the new evidence as well as the many
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investigators who are convinced of Soering’s innocence. But he does not provide a single new
fact that incriminates Soering.

If Soering were really as guilty as Wright proposes, why has not a single new fact against him
been found during the decades of his incarceration?

● Wright is not an objective, neutral observer. Even though he was never assigned the case,
he took part in Soering’s questioning in London and testified against him at his trial in
Virginia. If Soering's conviction were officially recognized as a wrongful conviction, it would
damage to Wright's reputation.

● Wright may be working together with Haysom. On May 9, 2017, he apparently reached out
to Haysom on Twitter:

https://twitter.com/terrywr26019335/status/905129278005809152?s=61&t=C7shAa
AF36I7nd6nQr5u1g

This attempt to contact Haysom occurred just seven days after Virginia media reported that
Albemarle County Sheriff J.E. “Chip” Harding called on Governor Ralph S. Northam to grant
Soering a pardon.

https://3wv.com/news/064460-albemarle-sheriff-chip-harding-supports-release-of-S
oering-soering/
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2

DNA and serology
Pages 10 to 110 of the Wright report

Wright is a police officer, not a DNA scientist. Genetics is one of the most complicated, sophisticated
sciences there is. The 100 pages of the Wright Report dealing with DNA and serology are the
speculations of a layman.

In court, Wright would never be allowed to testify as an expert witness on the subjects of DNA and
serology. Compare this to Prof. Moses S. Schanfield and Prof. J. Thomas McClintock, who have both
testified as recognized expert witnesses in more than 100 trials in the United States.

As noted in my report, Drs. Schanfield and McClintock reached conclusions very different from
Wright’s.

Wright’s speculations consistently lead him to conclude that the DNA samples must have been
contaminated or mixed. He is forced to this conclusion because, if the samples were not
contaminated or mixed, Soering is almost certainly innocent.

But Drs. Schanfield and McClintock explicitly rule out contamination and mixing. On August 8, 2022,
Dr. McClintock even examined the raw DNA test data at the Department of Forensic Sciences to
re-confirm this.

The basic facts are really simple:

● At Soering’s trial, jurors heard that samples 2FE and 6FE belonged to blood type 0. The
prosecutor claimed 26 times those samples could only have come from Soering.

● The September 24, 2009, Certificate of Analysis, page 3, says quite clearly about samples 2FE
and 6FE: “Jens Soering and Elizabeth Haysom are eliminated as contributors.”

● If the trial were held today, the prosecutor would have to tell the jury 26 times that Soering
was excluded as the source of these samples.
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3

Sock print
Pages 110 to 126 of the Wright Report

Just like the section on DNA and serology, the 16 pages of the Wright Report about sock print LR3 are
the speculations of a layman. The analysis of footprints and sock prints should be conducted by
qualified impressions examiners. Wright is a police officer, not an impressions examiner. He would
never be allowed to testify in court as an expert witness on this forensic specialty.

It’s the job of investigators to gather evidence, and it’s the job of forensic experts to analyze and
interpret that evidence. In his report, Wright leaves his area of expertise over and over.

As noted in my report, real experts, impressions examiners Russell Johnson and Frederick Webb,
looked at the sock print five years after Soering's trial. They concluded that LR3 could equally well
have been left by Haysom and Soering. In size, it fits only Haysom. Because this contradicts his
narrative, Wright attacks these experts just as he attacks Schanfield and McClintock.

What I find especially troubling is that Wright never mentions the footprint of Haysom’s that was
never shown to the jury — the footprint that fits the sock print from the crime scene at least as well
as Soering’s. How are readers of the report supposed to form a fair judgment if Wright conceals this
ink footprint of Haysom?

Also, Wright conceals from his readers that Ricky admitted in a German TV documentary that the
sock print does not actually prove Soering's guilt, it is just a piece of the puzzle. If Ricky can recognize
and admit this, why does Wright know better? I covered this subject in my report, but here is the link
to that interview again:

https://www.zdf.de/dokumentation/zdfzoom/keine-gnade-fuer-haeftling-179212-102.html
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4

Luminol testing of the rental car
Pages 126 to 135 of the Wright Report

The luminol test of the rental car is important new evidence because:

● The test proves that a crucial part of Soering's confession cannot be true: he claimed that he
had injured his fingers and bled heavily in the car.

● The test proves an important part of Haysom's testimony in court cannot be true: she
claimed that, when Soering returned in the car, he was covered in a blood-soaked bedsheet.

As noted in my report, the jury at Soering’s trial never learned the results of the luminol test, only
that a luminol test had been performed. Soering’s lawyer was not given the state lab’s Certificate of
Analysis with the test results, and he failed to ask for it when he heard Geoff Brown testify about the
test.

As also noted in my report, Ricky described in a radio interview how reliable luminol testing is. Not a
single drop of blood was found in the rental car, Ricky said. Here is a link to that interview again:

https://www.wvtf.org/law-crime/2013-10-30/Soering-soering-new-turns-in-infamous-virginia-case

I was the investigator who conducted the luminol test. During the investigation of Soering’s pardon
petition, I confirmed Ricky’s statement in a letter to Governor Ralph S. Northam. On this point, Ricky
and I agree.

I find it interesting that Wright never tells his readers that Ricky and I agree on the luminol test.
Leaving out crucial information is something Wright does again and again in his report.

Another thing Wright does again and again is to attack people who produce findings or state opinions
that counter his (Wright’s) narrative. In previous sections of his report, he did that with Schanfield,
McClintock, Johnson and Webb. In this section, he attacks me: I must have performed the luminol
test incorrectly, Wright says, because I did not find any blood. If the test does not produce the results
you want, then the test must be wrong!

What Wright apparently does not know is that a luminol test involves more than spraying the
chemical on surfaces. Following proper procedure, I also swabbed the areas tested and then
submitted those swabs to the state lab for further analysis by forensic experts. From the trial
transcript of June 12, 1990, page 22:
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5

Diplomatic immunity
Pages 136 to 146 of the Wright Report

In this section, Wright claims that diplomats’ dependents are never protected by immunity and that
Soering did not possess a diplomatic passport. Both of these claims are false, and it is hard to believe
that Wright did not know that his claims are false.

Just four months before Wright’s report was published, the Harry Dunn/Anne Sacoolas case
preoccupied the British public like few scandals before or since. The wife of a U.S. diplomat, Anne
Sacoolas, killed a British teenager, Harry Dunn, in a traffic accident. Although her husband, not Anne
Sacoolas herself, had diplomatic status, she was granted diplomatic immunity. She left Britain and
returned to the United States.

This led to months of protests and demonstrations outside the U.S. Embassy in London. The case
became an unprecedented affair of state, straining U.S.-British relations dramatically. Then-U.S.
President Donald Trump and then-UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson were forced to deal with the case
personally to appease the public and the media. That Wright was unaware of any of this is highly
unlikely.

As for Soering’s diplomatic passport, his and Haysom’s diary confirms that he possessed such a
passport. From the travel diary:

Wright testified at Soering’s trial that he read this diary very carefully and took it as an opportunity to
contact Ricky. He even read from this diary in court. Why does he not let his readers know that this
diary confirms the existence of the diplomatic passport?
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6

Access to an attorney during questioning
Pages 146 to 170 of the Wright Report

On pages 146 through 170, Wright addresses an issue that — unlike DNA, serology, sock prints,
luminol tests, and diplomatic immunity — falls within his professional expertise and personal
knowledge: whether Soering’s right to counsel was violated during the questioning of June 5 to 8,
1986. Wright was personally present during all four days; as a police officer, he was trained in this
area.

On page 163, Wright claims that Soering never asked for his lawyer. But at 4:30 p.m. on June 5,
Soering was nevertheless permitted to speak on the telephone with his British lawyer, Keith Barker,
according to Wright.

Both statements are demonstrably false.

The transcript of just one interrogation — that of June 6 — shows that Soering wanted to speak to
his lawyer seven times. (Interrogation transcript, pages 4, 13, 18, 23, 30 to 31, 32, and 37)

Ricky’s own words show that he clearly understood that Soering wanted an attorney. From the
interrogation transcript of June 6, 1986, page 18:

Soering repeated this request so many times that Wright’s supervisor, Kenneth Beever, promised
Soering that he would get his lawyer for him. From the interrogation transcript of June 6, 1986, page
37 (see also 32–33 and 34):

Shortly after that, the lawyer arrived at the station, but he was not allowed to speak with Soering.
From the trial transcript of March 3, 1990, pages 134 and 135 (see also 119 and 130):
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As for the alleged telephone conversation between Soering and his lawyer Barker, Ricky testified in
court that Soering was not allowed to speak to Barker on the phone. From the trial transcript of
March 1, 1990, page 22:

Beever testified that he himself — not Soering —spoke to Barker on the phone at 4:30. From the trial
transcript of March 3, 1990, page 154:

Wright was in the room on June 5 when his supervisor (not Soering) was on the phone with the
lawyer. Why he made obvious false statements about these points in his report is difficult to
understand.
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7

“Pleading guilty to something you didn't do”
Pages 171 to 199 of the Wright Report

As noted in my report, Wright’s supervisor, Kenneth Beever, asked Soering on June 7, 1986, if he
would consider pleading guilty to something he did not do. Soering replied that he could and that he
believed something like that happened in real life.

In his report, Wright claims that Soering did not mean the murders but the mutilation of the corpses.

To support this claim, Wright gives a long quote on the subject of mutilation: pages 173–175 of the
report. Immediately following is the quote on the question of whether Soering would plead guilty to
something he did not do: pages 175–176 of the report. For readers of the report, this gives the
impression that there is a connection between the quotes.

But the opposite is true. The long quote about mutilation is on pages 4–6 of the transcript of the
interrogation, and the quote about “pleading guilty to something you didn't do” is on page 25. There
are 21 pages between them, so there is no connection at all. Here, Wright manipulates his readers by
creating the impression that the two passages belong together.
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8

Soering confessed to the crime on June 5, 1986
Pages 183 to 184 of the Wright Report

As noted in my report, this assertion is false. The transcript of the June 5, 1986 interrogation does
not contain a confession of having committed murder. Each time investigators press Soering for a
confession, he evades the issue. (Interrogation transcript, pages 13, 23, 24 and 32)
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9

Alibi
Pages 200 to 291 of the Wright Report

In this section, Wright himself admits twice that the documents (movie tickets, etc.) cannot prove
whether it was Soering or Haysom who remained in Washington, D.C.: “The documentary evidence
available in support of the alibi does not determine with certainty which one of them is now telling
the truth or which one is not.” (Wright report, page 235, see also page 256)

Yet Wright then goes on to speculate over 91 pages as to what the documents might mean. This is a
waste of time. For every speculation in one direction, a speculation in the other direction is just as
possible.

Some of Wright’s statements are demonstrably false. For example, he claims five times — on pages
201, 230, 242, 244, and 257 of his report — that Haysom gave photocopies of the movie tickets to
her attorney, John C. Lowe, as early as April 1985. However, Haysom herself testified at Soering’s trial
that Lowe did not possess the movie tickets. (Trial transcript, June 14, 1990, page 40; June 14, pages
8–9; compare to June 15, 1990, pages 36–37).

Other statements by Wright are only part of the truth. For example, he claims that Soering
participated in the making of an alibi timeline. But Wright does not tell his readers that Soering
denies this — and that Haysom’s friend and college roommate, Christine Kim, testified that she could
not remember whether Soering had participated or not. (Trial transcript, June 15, pages 33–34)

Still, other statements of Wright are based on false premises. For instance, he spends much time
speculating about the time of certain telephone calls made from Soering’s and Haysom’s hotel room.
But the manager of the Marriott hotel, Yale Feldman, testified at Soering’s trial that the time of the
telephone calls was not noted anywhere — so obviously, no conclusions can be drawn from them.
Wright attended Soering’s trial, so he must have been aware of Feldman’s testimony.

From the trial transcript of June 6, 1990, page 140:
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10

Hotel video camera
Pages 212 to 213 of the Wright Report

In his confession, Soering said that there must be a recording from the video camera in the parking
garage of the hotel showing him in bloody clothes after returning from the murder. No such video
recording exists. Wright interprets Soering’s testimony as if it must be the ultimate proof of his guilt.

In contrast to Wright, Ricky — who was actually assigned to the case — considered the alleged video
camera recording to be unimportant. After Soering gave his confession, Ricky made no attempt
whatsoever to secure a possible recording. (Trial transcript, June 7, 1990, pages 189–190)

If the video camera were really the final, absolute proof of Soering’s guilt, would Ricky not have
moved heaven and earth to secure the videotape? And why doesn’t Wright let his readers know that
Ricky thought nothing of the recording?

Wright apparently forgets that these murders happened in 1985 — i.e., decades before digital video
camera recordings were introduced. In the mid-1980s, video could only be recorded in analog with
VHS tapes. This was very cumbersome and expensive, so it only happened in rare cases: bank vaults
or larger jewelry stores, for example.

Both Soering and Ricky experienced these events in 1985 and 1986. All they knew was VHS
technology, so they knew there could not be a recording from the video camera in the hotel parking
garage. As a result, Soering was able to tell a story about video cameras without any risk that there
was an actual recording. And Ricky knew that the video camera was useless in solving the crime.

Telling details

Soering’s confession contains several such “telling details”: a detail that creates the appearance of
truthfulness because it’s just too good not to be true. Soering claims he incorporated three of these
details into his false confession: the dead dog, the song “Psychokiller,” and the video camera. None of
them were true, he claims — and there is no independent evidence supporting their existence.

Haysom also incorporated “telling details” into her testimony: for example, that Soering was covered
from head to toe in blood when she opened the car door on an open street in Washington, D.C. And
that he ordered her to clean the rental car with Coca-Cola while he showered and went to sleep. In
her diary entries on the run, Haysom wrote of “white slave transfer points,” laser brain surgeries and
contacts with IRA terrorists. None of this was true, either.

Soering and Haysom considered themselves artists and writers, and their letters contain long
passages on this subject. Experienced investigators would have recognized that the two suspects
displayed a great deal of imagination, to put it politely.
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11

Soering did not really protect Haysom with his false confession
Page 223 of the Wright Report

Here Wright’s report suggests that he has come up with a revolutionary new accusation against
Soering that is impossible to refute. But that is not the case at all. At Soering’s trial, the prosecutor
questioned Soering on this specific point at great length. Soering gave an explanation that one can
choose to believe or disbelieve — but he did give an answer. In his report, however, Wright fails to
tell his readers what that answer is, leaving the false impression that Soering has no answer.

What Soering told the jury at trial is that he wanted to protect Haysom from execution, but he saw
no way to save her from imprisonment. He thought the police would never believe that he killed her
parents without her prior involvement, so he had to tell investigators that she created an alibi. That is
why, during the interrogation on June 5, 1986, he focused on convincing investigators that Haysom
had been at the movies in Washington, D.C.

From the trial transcript of June 18, 1990, page 216; see also pages 223–224:

Again, one can choose to believe that explanation or not. But Soering does have an explanation. Why
does Wright falsely suggest that Soering has none?
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12

Fingerprints on the coffee cup
Pages 264 to 291 of the Wright Report

As noted in my report, Haysom testified in court that the specific diary entry with the fingerprints on
the coffee cup was a lie meant to deceive Soering. (Trial transcript, June 14, 1990, page 163)

It is hard to believe that Wright did not know about Haysom’s testimony about the October 12 diary
entry regarding the coffee cup since it was given in open court. Why did he include this obviously
false accusation in his report?
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13

Errors in Soering’s confession
Pages 292 to 309 of the Wright Report

This section begins with a demonstrably false statement. On page 292 of his report, Wright claims it
was an outright lie by Soering that Haysom testified in court that the murder weapon was a bloody
steak knife. In fact, Haysom gave exactly this testimony during Soering's trial. From the trial transcript
of June 13, 1990, page 186:

It is difficult to understand why Wright keeps making claims like this — claims that can be easily
debunked as false with the help of the trial transcript.

As noted in my report, there were definitely errors in Soering's confession. Everyone can form his or
her own opinion on their significance:

● Why were four blood types found at the crime scene when — according to the confession —
only three people were present?

● Could Soering really have mistaken jeans for a flowery robe?

● Could Soering really have forgotten that he took a shower at the crime scene?

● How could he arrive in Washington, D.C., covered in blood, even though the perpetrator (or
perpetrator) had showered at the crime scene?

● Why would Soering claim that he had bled heavily in the rental car when the luminol test
proved that this was not true?
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14

Soering's injuries / Donald Harrington
Pages 323 to 328 of the Wright Report

I covered this subject in detail in my report.

As an investigator, Wright should have realized that Donald Harrington’s testimony in court could not
be true. Law enforcement officers document every witness statement immediately — that’s one of
the basic duties of our profession. But there is no witness report for Harrington.

Nor did his supposed observation during the funeral service lead to any reaction on Ricky’s and my
part. Think about it:

● If Harrington had reported that the boyfriend of the victims’ daughter had injuries on his
face and hands, would Ricky and I have really let six months pass before we finally
questioned this boyfriend (Soering)?

● How can it be that only Harrington saw the wounds — but not the Sheriff’s Department’s
observers, family members and other guests at the funeral service?

● How can it be that Ricky and I did not mention Harrington's observation about the wounds
during Soering’s questioning on October 6, 1985?

● How can it be that Ricky did not mention Harrington’s observation about the wounds during
the questioning of June 5 to 8, 1986? Wright was present. Does Ricky’s silence on this subject
not strike him (Wright) as strange?

Wright should have questioned all of this instead of accepting Harrington’s testimony at face value.
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Report by FBI Special Agent Stanley J. Lapekas
Pages 329 to 433 of the Wright Report

In these 132 pages, Wright criticizes the reports of several Virginian investigators who worked
extensively on the case: David Watson, Chip Harding, and Richard Hudson.

I would like to point out that, unlike Wright, these three detectives investigated the case on the
ground in Virginia for months:

● They visited the evidence room,

● they visited the court archives,

● they interviewed old and new witnesses and

● they talked to Soering himself.

Wright did none of this, yet he believes he has found the truth that his American colleagues failed to
see.

Watson, Harding and Hudson all concluded that Soering would not have been convicted if the trial
were held today. All three filed reports with the governor's office and publicly sided with Soering — a
bold move for police officers, considering that Soering’s case is one of the most controversial in
Virginia history.

What I find really interesting is that Wright spends so much time on Watson, Harding and Hudson —
but he never mentions FBI Special Agent Stanley J. Lapekas. The fact is that it was not three but four
criminal investigators who worked extensively on the case.

Lapekas’ report was publicly presented at a press conference on April 9, 2018, and posted online by
the Albemarle County Sheriff’s Office (then under Sheriff J.E. “Chip” Harding). This press conference
received more attention than the three previous ones in 2017. Here is just one example:

https://www.wvtf.org/news/2018-04-11/retired-fbi-agent-says-soering-should-be-freed

Wright could hardly have missed this. Why is Wright concealing Lapekas’ report?
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Watson Report: FBI profile and Soering’s letters
Pages 329 to 352 of the Wright Report

On page 347 of his report, Wright claims there was no FBI profile — even though, as I showed in my
report, FBI Special Agent Stanley J. Lapekas’ report, the FBI case file, newspaper articles at the time,
and a letter from the prosecutor clearly prove that there was an FBI profile. See also the following
section, “17 – Harding Report: FBI profile.”

On pages 343 (see also pages 384–385), Wright writes that Soering’s letters could simply be “the
ramblings of a young person going through what they perceived to be difficult times. I might agree
with that, except for the fact that a few weeks later, Derek and Nancy Haysom were murdered.”

But Derek and Nancy Haysom were not murdered “a few weeks” later, as Wright claims; they were
killed more than three months later. Here, Wright suggests a temporal connection that does not
actually exist. This is the second time that Wright uses this trick: in the section of his report about the
June 7, 1986, questioning, Wright places two text passages that are 21 pages apart right next to each
other in order to suggest a connection that does not really exist.

Why does Wright manipulate his readers in this way?
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Harding Report: FBI profile
Page 380 of the Wright Report

On page 380 of his report, Wright mentions that some notes written by FBI Special Agent Ed Sulzbach
were found in my garage. But Wright does not let his readers know that these “notes” are actually
copies of a letter from the prosecutor — i.e., a reliable source.

Another thing Wright fails to tell his readers is that, in addition to the prosecutor’s letter, there is also
the entire FBI case file. This includes Sheriff Carl Wells’ request for a psychological profile, the FBI’s
own internal memoranda, newspaper clippings from April 1985 and other documents that prove the
existence of the missing FBI profile.

I have included excerpts from all of these documents in my report.

The fact that Wright is unaware of all of this documentation proves that he was not involved in the
murder investigation — or that he is intentionally misleading his readers.

Wright also seems to be unaware of FBI working procedures in the 1980s. I worked several
homicides, and the FBI did not show up because their presence was not requested. The FBI never
shows up at a crime scene uninvited — only when an official request is filed, which is what Sheriff
Wells did. So it is just not possible that Ed Sulzbach came to the Haysom house and did not write a
report.

Finally, Wright seems to be unaware that I do not even have a garage, as he claims. But it is true that
I sometimes made photocopies of important case documents. This was the age before computers, so
paperwork was all we had. But paperwork sometimes got lost, like the FBI profile — so I made
photocopies as a backup.

If Ricky had done the same, maybe he would have remembered the FBI profile.
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Harding Report: Mental illness
Pages 386–387 of the Wright Report

On pages 386–387, Wright makes the bizarre claims that Haysom did not suffer from borderline
personality disorder and that Soering’s mental illness was more severe than Haysom’s. To support
this, he quotes a single paragraph from the report of one of the two British psychiatrists who
examined both Soering and Haysom in Britain in 1986.

But Wright takes the psychiatrist’s paragraph completely out of context. On page 9 of the same
report, the psychiatrist writes clearly that Soering was not suffering from organic disease, psychosis,
or manic-depressive disorder. And in regard to Haysom, this psychiatrist writes of her “mental
abnormality” and her “pathological lies.” (Hamilton report, page 9)

In addition, Wright mentions the report of the second British psychiatrist and claims that Haysom is
not mentioned in this report. But the report actually states, “There existed between Miss Haysom
and Soering a ‘folie a deux,’ in which the most disturbed partner was Miss Haysom.… The degree of
disturbance of Miss Haysom borders on the psychotic.” (Bullard Report, pages 3 and 4)

On page 338, Wright mentions the American psychiatrist who examined Haysom in the United States.
But Wright does not let his readers know what this psychiatrist said at Haysom’s trial. He found
Haysom to show “significant symptoms of a psychiatric dysfunction,” that she suffered from
“borderline personality disorder,” that it was a “very clear demonstration of this diagnosis.” (Trial
transcript, October 6, 1987, pages 367–371)

Why is Wright making demonstrable false statements about the psychiatric evaluations?

From the trial transcript of October 6, 1987, page 367:
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Hudson Report: Room service and shoe print
Pages 393 through 418 of the Wright Report

On page 396 of his report, Wright attacks investigator Richard Hudson. Hudson had commented in
his report that Haysom’s testimony in court — that she ordered both alcohol and food through room
service — did not match the room service bill. With heavy irony, Wright asks how Hudson could
possibly know that: “Does Hudson have a 1985 price list from the Marriott Hotel?”

In fact, Hudson’s comment refers to the trial transcript. Yale Feldman, the hotel manager, testified
about room service prices and refuted Haysom’s testimony. (Trial transcript, June 14, 1990, page 135;
see June 13, 1990, page 182; compare June 6, 1990, pages 143 and 152.) I covered all of this in detail
in my report.

Hudson’s comments prove that he studied the trial transcript. Wright’s remarks on Hudson’s
comments prove that he did not study the transcript — or that he is intentionally withholding
information from his readers and misleading them.

But, accurate information about Yale Feldman’s testimony at Soering’s trial is not the only thing that
Wright omits in this section.

The focus of Hudson’s report is not on the hotel room service but on his discovery of a second shoe
print at the scene that all investigators from 1985 to 2018 had overlooked. As noted in my report,
this shoe print had a different tread wear pattern than the shoe print(s) previously known. Neither
shoe print matched the shoes of the two victims, so they must have been left by the perpetrators.

This shoe print clearly proves that Soering’s confession is untrue: Two different people in different
sneakers walked through the blood at the crime scene. Why would Wright not want his readers to
know that?
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Concluding remarks
Pages 419 to 433 of the Wright report

As throughout his supposedly fact-based report, Wright makes so many false claims in this final
section that it is impossible to correct them all. A prime example can be found on page 428. Here,
Wright says that Soering claimed that forensic scientist Elmer Gist, Jr. had lied when he testified that
there was no longer enough biological material to conduct DNA tests.

In fact, Gist had not said this, and Soering did not call this a lie.

As I showed in my report, Gist had twice claimed under oath that there was no biological material
left to test at all because all samples had been “consumed during previous serological examinations.”

It is this statement by Gist that Soering has at various times called a lie — because the samples
supposedly no longer existed did exist. They were tested for DNA in 2009.
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Locard’s principle
Pages 46, 78 and 110 of the Wright Report

On these three pages, Wright refers to Locard’s Principle, a central tenet of modern forensics: every
contact leaves a trace. Strangely, Wright never applies this principle logically to the Haysom murder
case.

According to his confession, Soering spent 30 to 45 minutes at the crime scene — yet he did not
leave a single evidentiary trace. The state forensics lab excluded Soering as the source of the DNA,
fingerprints, hair and shoe print LR2.

At Soering’s trial, the prosecutor claimed the sock print “matches (Soering) and fits like a glove.” But
even Ricky has meanwhile admitted that the sock print is just a “pie does not really prove anything.

If every contact leaves a trace, why was not a single trace of Soering found at the scene? Wright does
not provide an answer.
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Appendix 2

Media manipulation

Since his return to Germany, Soering has been accused of manipulating the German media by
exploiting the latent anti-Americanism of left-wing German journalists. But if that were true, then

● why has not a single German reporter come forward to confirm that he or she was, in fact,
manipulated by Soering? Where are the witnesses to support the accusation against
Soering?

● what can explain the following reports by Virginia Public Radio and the Washington Post?
Were the journalists who produced these reports also anti-American, like their German
counterparts?

WVTF/RadioiQ - Virginia Public Radio

Virginia’s public radio is considered to be the Commonwealth’s most objective, reliable news
source. Here are 21 reports from the years between 2015 and 2019. For the years before
that, one has to use the internal search at www.WVTF.org.

https://www.wvtf.org/tags/Soering-Soering

Washington Post

● “In 1985, a gruesome double murder rocked Virginia. What if the wrong man was
convicted?”

https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/magazine/in-1985-a-gruesome-doubl
e-murder-rocked-virginia-was-the-wrong-man-convicted/2017/03/07/44c60742-
e8b2-11e6-80c2-30e57e57e05d_story.html

● “For a convicted double murderer long on famous supporters, basic detective work could
be key”

https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/virginia-politics/for-a-convicted-double-
murderer-long-on-famous-supporters-basic-detective-work-could-be-key/2019/0
4/21/e910d1ca-5b05-11e9-842d-7d3ed7eb3957_story.html
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Appendix 3

Expert opinions

Since Soering’s return to Germany, a number of people have sought and found the attention of
journalists looking for experts on the Haysom/Soering case. Some of the people calling themselves
experts have never been to Virginia and have no connection at all to the case. Here are the opinions
of real experts.

 J.E. “Chip” Harding

Albemarle County Sheriff

May 2, 2017

“I am convinced that Jens Soering would not be convicted if the trial were held today and that the
evidence available today supports his claim of innocence.”

Richard L. Hudson

Detective Sergeant, Charlottesville Police Department (ret.)

September 12, 2017

“I do not believe that Jens Soering could be convicted if he were to be tried today. I find it unlikely
that he would be charged. The evidence appears to lead to a conclusion that Mr. Soering is
innocent.”

David C. Watson

Master Detective, Prince William County Police Department (ret.) 

September 10, 2012

“The evidence does not support Jens Soering’s conviction and the finding of ‘guilty.’ I consider it
more likely that Elizabeth Haysom perpetrated this crime rather than Soering. However, this is only a
‘hunch.’”
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Stanley J. Lapekas

FBI Special Agent (ret.)

April 2, 2018

“It is highly unlikely the jury would find Soering guilty of physically committing the murders if tried
today. The evidence appears to support a case for his innocence, except for being an accessory after
the fact, a misdemeanor in 1985.”

“It would appear that (Ricky) Gardner has been less than truthful and/or was kept in the dark
regarding the existence of the profile.”

Dr. Andrew T. Griffiths

Detective Superintendent, Head of Intelligence and Crime Operations, Sussex (UK) Police (ret.)

July 29, 2016

“(I)n the case of Jens Soering, there are certainly significant doubts about the confession he made in
relation to his description of the murders of Mr. and Mrs. Haysom, when considered against other
case information and the circumstances of his interrogation.”

October 20, 2017

“Mr. Soering would not be convicted if the trial were held today.”

Dr. Moses S. Schanfield

Chair, Department of Forensic Sciences and Anthropology, George Washington University

May 1 and September 14, 2017

“BODE laboratory and the Department of Forensic Science have excluded Jens Soering as a
contributor of blood found at the crime scene.”

“At least one or more male contributors other than Mr. Soering were at the crime scene.”

“There is simply no indication that either a mixture or contamination from another source
compromised the DNA certificate.”
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Dr. J. Thomas McClintock

Director, Forensic Science Program, Department of Biology, Liberty University

September 28, 2017

“Does Jens Soering’s DNA profile match any of those (at the crime scene)? They absolutely do not.
The blood came from at least one male contributor who doesn’t match (Soering) Soering or Derek
Haysom’s genetic makeup.” 

August 21, 2017 

“The items described above are samples containing a single contributor and are NOT consistent with
being a mixture.”

Gail Starling Marshall

Deputy Attorney General (ret.)

October 23, 2017

“There has been only one other time in my forty-nine-plus years of practicing law that I have reached
the conclusion to a moral certainty that someone convicted of crime was, in fact, innocent. Jens
Soering was the second such instance.”

“It is beyond dispute that if the trial were held today, no conviction would be obtained.”

Mary Kelly Tate

Professor, University of Richmond School of Law
Founder and Director, Institute for Actual Innocence

18 years, from 2005 to the present (2023)

October 27, 2017

“Jens Soering was not involved in the actual commission of the crime, nor was he present at the
crime scene. He would not be convicted if the trial were held today.”

Irwin Cotler

Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada, 2003 to 2006
Founder, Raoul Wallenberg Centre for Human Rights 2015
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September 20, 2019

“Having examined the whole record, Mr. Soering’s case stands out as one of the most unjust cases of
wrongful conviction that I have ever encountered.”

“There is no forensic evidence of any kind that connects Jens Soering to the crime scene. All four
categories of forensic evidence below exclude him — blood (DNA), fingerprints, shoeprints,
Caucasian hair — and were left by others.”

Myself

Bedford County Sheriff’s Department Investigator (ret.) — original senior investigator on the case

October 19, 2017

“Jens Soering did not kill Derek and Nancy Haysom and was not present when the crime occurred. ...
He would not be convicted if the trial were held today.”
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